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Supersonic Civil Airplane Study and Design:
Performance and Sonic Boom
Samson Cheung
This final report summarizes the work performed from July 1989 to
Jan. 1995. The work is supported by NASA Co-operative Agree-
ment NCC2-617. This report consists of four parts. The first part is
the introduction of the research effort. The second part describes
the work and results from July 1989 to June 1993. The third part
describes the work and results from July 1993 to January 1995. A
summary is given at the end of this report.
1 INTRODUCTION
The present supersonic civil airplane, the Concorde, is a technological break-through in
aviation history. However, it is an economical disaster for two main reasons. The first is
her low aerodynamic performance, that allows only 100 passengers to be carried for a
short-range flight with expansive airfea'e. Another reason is that the shock waves, gener-
ated at supersonic cruise, coalesce and form a classical N-wave on the ground, forming a
double bang noise termed sonic boom, which is environmentally unacceptable. To
enhance the U.S. market share in supersonic civil transport, an airframer's market risk for
a low-boom airplane has to be reduced.
Since aircraft configuration plays an important role on aerodynamic performance and
sonic boom shape, the configuration of the next generation supersonic civil transport has
to be tailored to meet high aerodynamic performance and low sonic boom requirements.
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) can used to design airplanes to meet these dual
objectives. The work and results in this report are used to support NASA's High Speed
Research Program (HSRP).
In this five years of study and research, CFD tools and techniques have been developed for
general usages of sonic boom propagation study and aerodynamic design. In the beginning
of the 90's, sonic boom extrapolation technique was still relied on the linear theory devel-
oped in the 60's for the nonlinear techniques were computationally expensive. A fast and
accurate sonic boom extrapolation methodology (Section 3.2), solving the Euler equations
for axisymmetric flow, has brought the sonic boom extrapolation technique up to the 90's
standard.
Parallel to the research effort on sonic boom extrapolation, CFD flow solvers have been
coupled with a numeric optimization tool to form a design package for aircraft configura-
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tion. This CFD optimization package has been applied to configuration design on a low-
boom concept (Section 2.3) and an Oblique All-Wing concept (Section 2.4) prior to the
wind-tunnel models are built and tested at Ames. The tunnel test results have validated the
CFD technique and design tools.
Moving to the world of parallel computing, the aerospace industry needs a numeric opti-
mization tool suitable for parallel computers. A nonlinear unconstrained optimizer for Par-
allel V'trtual Machine has been developed for aerodynamic design and study. Study in
Section 3.3 demonstrates the capability of this optimizer on aerodynamic design.
2 PREVIOUS WORK/RESULTS
The work and results described in this section was begun in July 1989. The first project
was to use CFD tools and existing linear theory to predict waveform signatures at some
distances from flight vehicles. The aim of this study was to demonstrate and develop the
technique of sonic boom prediction by CFD. The next step was to apply this developed
technique to low-boom configurations.
The second project, which was the continuation of the first one, was to develop a CFD
optimization package for design process on meeting the dual objectives of high aerody-
namic performance and low sonic boom loudness. This optimization package was applied
to three different High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) baseline configurations and a
generic body of revolution.
A wind-tunnel model (Ames Model 3) was built based on one of the modified HSCT base-
line configuration. This model was tested in June 1993. The test results were used to vali-
date the design method. Publication of the result was limited due to the sensitive nature of
the project.
A counterpart of the conventional HSCT concept was the Oblique All-Wing (OAW) con-
cept. CFD computational supports, as well as optimization calculations, were provided to
the OAW design team consisting personnels from NASA Ames Research Center, industry,
and university. The aim of the project was to design a realistic configuration for wind-tun-
nel test. The model was built and tested at Ames in June 1994.
2.1 Sonic Boom Prediction Technique
In the early stage of sonic boom prediction activity, two major things were involved. The
very first thing was to identity the capability of CFD in sonic boom prediction. The second
thing was to apply these CFD tools to predict sonic boom signals of varies configurations
after necessary code modification, grid refinement study, and comparison with supersonic
linear theory.
j




A three-dimensional parabolized Navier-Stokes code, UPS3D, 1 developed at Ames was
used as the flow-solver. It is a space-marching code with finite-volume approach. The near
field solution of a simple wing/body configuration was calculated by UPS3D, and the
overpressure signal at some desired distances were obtained either by the axisymmetric
option of UPS3D or a quasi-linear extrapolation code, based on Whitham's F-function the-
ory 2. Later I realized that using Lighthill integral 3 to calculate the F-function for non-axi-
symmetric aircraft was more accurate, I wrote a Fortran code, LHF, for sonic boom
prediction based on Lighthill integral. This code is available from Ames Software Library.
A copy of LHF is attached in Appendix A. The figure below is a brief summary of the
sonic boom extrapolation process.
CFD Calculation
SONIC BOOM PREDICTION PROCESS
Extrap°la_ '____ Sonic Boom at Grtmnd Level
r..........................! ...........!..............!
A series.of studies on grid refinement, including solution adaptive grid, and on sensitivity
of initial distance of extrapolation were conducted. It was found that viscous calculation
was unnecessary for sonic boom prediction. However, the grid must be sufficiently fine in
the regions of shock and expansion waves. In order to capture all the nonlinear effects in a
three-dimensional flow, the near-field overpressure should be captured at about one span
length below the flight track before extrapolating to the Nr field. The detail results were
published in AIAA Journal of Aircraft 4 and NASA Technical note 5.
In summary, the tools for sonic boom prediction had been identify and validated in the
above study. The combination of CFD and Whitham's method gave a relative efficient
tools for sonic boom prediction. Nevertheless, the CFD codes was still computationally
expensive for design optimization runs.
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2.1.2 Boom Prediction for Low-Boom Configurations
With the experience on grid refinement study and the extrapolation procedure, the predic-
tion tools were being used to predict the sonic boom of two low-boom configurations
designed by Boeing aircraft company and Langley research center.
Each of the two configurations consisted of two separated parts, namely, the wing and the
fuselage. The wing was defined by data in spanwise cuts, whereas the fuselage was
defined by data in streamwise cuts. In order to create a single wing-fuselage surface gird
for UPS3D code, a grid generator (SAMGRID) was written to defined the wing in stream-
wise cuts and aggregated the wing to the fuselage. Computation results of the two config-
urations are shown below.
The sonic boom signals calculated from the CFD prediction tools were compared to the
wind-tunnel data of the Langley's configuration. The computational results of the Boe-
ing's configuration was used to validate the linear design method used by Boeing.
2.2 Supersonic Airplane Design
The need for simultaneous sonic boom and aerodynamic optimization was highlighted
when it became clear that designed to a strict sonic boom constraint suffered an unaccept-
able performance penalty. Therefore, low-boom design studies must carefully balance the
trade-off between sonic boom loudness and aerodynamic performance. A CFD optimiza-
tion package was developed to demonstrate the methodology for the optimization of
supersonic airplane designs to meet the dual objectives of low sonic boom and high aero-
dynamic performance.
In this project, an optimizer with linear and nonlinear constraints was first identified, and
then an efficient CFD flow solver was chosen. This CFD code had to be sufficiently fast
because more than 90% of the computational time were used in CFD calculations. Before
this optimization was used to design low-boom wind-tunnel model (Section 2.3), it was
tested and exercised by improving aerodynamic performance of a low-boom wing/body
configuration and a body of revolution.




2.2.1 CFD Optimization Package
Several computational tools interconnect in the optimization procedure are listed below:
• UPS3D: 3-D parabolized Navier-Stokes code; inviscid calculation only (Ref. 1)
• NPSOL: numerical optimization code6; a sequential quadratic programming algorithm
in which the search direction is the solution of a quadratic programming subproblem
• HYPGEN: hyperbolic grid generator7; a sufficiently fast and robust to operate within
an automated optimization environment.
• LHF: sonic boom extrapolation code (Appendix A); a routine based on Whitham's F-
function and the equal-area rule 8
• SAMGRID: wing/body surface grid generator (Appendix B); a sufficiently fast and
robust to operate within an automated optimization environment
• DB: sonic boom loudness calculation; a code gives perceived loudness (PLdB) of the
sonic boom can be determined by Stevens' Mark VII method 9 which involves Fast
Fourier Transform on the energy spectrum of the sonic boom
This CFD optimization package is robust and efficient on Cray-YME The application of
this package will be described in the following sections.
2.2.2 Aerodynamic and Sonic Boom Optimization
The optimization design package was exercised using a recently-developed low-boom
wing-body configuration, Boeing 1080-991 (also called Haglund model), designed by
George Haglund. This optimization technique was applied separately to the two objectives
of high aerodynamic performance and low sonic-boom loudness.
For aerodynamic enhancement, control points are set on the cambers of the wing, with the
thickness kept fixed. The left figure below shows the differences on a inboard airfoil sec-
tion of the original and the modified. The polar plot shows the improvement of L/D of the
modified configuration over the original by 3.8%. The right figure below shows that the
modified wing had less wave drag than the original one at the leading edge. This means
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that the leading thrust is improved by the optimization process. The whole process takes
about 4 CPU hours on Cray-YMP.
For sonic boom improvement, F-function was employed as an entity to define the equiva-
lent area distribution and sonic boom shape. The original Haglund model was supposed to
give a fiat-top pressure waveform at the ground. However, calculations showed that the
waveform had an intermediate shock followed right after the bow shock; whereas the flat-
top waveform would have no intermediate shock. The design code redistributed the equiv-
alent area of the fuselage (without changing the wings), and re-captured the fiat-top char-
acteristic of the pressure waveform. The figure below compares the sonic boom signatures













figuration, the change of the configuration will not be shown here. The details of this opti-
mization methodology and results were considered as sensitive materials and were
presented in the 2nd Annual Sonic Boom Workshop. 1°
2.2.3 Drag Minimization on Haack-Adams Body
The purpose of this study was threefold:
• to search for a design method to minimize the drag of a supersonic projectile
• to demonstrate the capability of the CFD optimization package described above
• to search for computational grid density effect on optimization performance
The baseline configuration chosen for this study was called Haack-Adams body 11, a body
of revolution with a pointed nose and a base of finite area. This body was thought to be the
minimum-drag body under the slender body theory. Wind-tunnel data were available for
CFD validation. The method of optimization made use of the Fourier Sine expansion,
which had three main advantages over the traditional techniques based on shape functions
and control points:
• The volume of the body was fixed without putting external constraints. External con-
straints cost more computational time. For some cases, fixed volume is not feasible.
• Global minimum was search.
• Number of design variables was substantially reduced.
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The figure below summaries the result of this study. The nose of the body was trimmed to
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reduce the wave drag. Since the total volume was constrained, volume was added near the
end of body. Total wave drag reduction was by 6%. The results were presented in a AIAA
meeting 12 and published in Journal of Aircraft Vol. 32, No. 1, Jan/Feb. 1995.
2.3 Low-Boom Wind-Tunnel Configuration (Ames Model 3)
Efforts were made to design a new wing/body/nacelle configuration, which had a lower
sonic boom relative to the baseline, 1080-911 from Boeing Company, of low boom HSCT
concept. The CFD optimization package described in Section 2.2.1 were employed to
modify this baseline configuration. The result of the optimization was used to build a
wind-tunnel model, Ames Model 3, tested at Ames 9'x7' wind tunnel in June 1993. Due to
the sensitive nature of the configuration, no planform shapes will be shown here. How-
ever, the left and right figures below show the computational grid and the optimization
result, respectively. The plot at the lower right-hand corner of the right figure shows the
sonic booms of the baseline and Model 3 respectively. The baseline configuration has a
loudness level about 100 PLdB; whereas Model 3 has about 92 PLdB. The results of this
research were presented in the 3rd Annual Sonic Boom Workshop. 13
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2.4 Oblique-All Wing (OAW) Computation and Design
Oblique flying-wing 14 is an alternative supersonic aircraft concept. Ames, Boeing, Dou-
glas, and Stanford University joined and formed a design team in 1992 to investigate the
feasibility of OAW for commercial use. The study included aerodynamic performance,
stability, structure, landing gear, airplane exits, and airport regulations. The design team
decided to build a wind-tunnel model for wind-tunnel testing in June 1994. My job was to
provide Navier-Stokes CFD supports and, if possible, optimization results. The figure
below shows some of the wings that were analyzed since the beginning of this study.
OAW DeMgn History
F-8 Wing OAW-0 OAW- 1 OAW-r I0 OAW-2
Time llne
s/sl •
The flow solver being used was Overflow code, a 3-D Navier-Stokes code using the diag-
onal with ARC3D algorithm 15. One of the most challenging works of this project was to
reduce the separation on the left wing (trailing wing). The separation on the upper surface
of the wing and the corresponding vortices are shown in the left side of the figure below. It
OAW-O OAW-O {t_adlT,_}
was found that bending of the wing could abate the separation, as well as improve the lift-
to-drag ratio. The right side of the figure shows a weaker separation pattern on the ended
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wing. Due to the sensitive nature of this study, the results can only be presented in the
weekly group meetings at Ames and a controlled distributed NASA Contractor Report.
3 CURRENT WORK/RESULTS
Currently, research effort was concentrated on one theme that is sharpening the tools for
HSCT design. Three research topics are focused: near-field CFD calculation and sonic
boom softening of Boeing Reference-H, improvement of sonic boom extrapolation, and
aerodynamic design on parallel computer.
In order to study and design a real complex aircraft, a relatively fast CFD technique has to
be developed for optimization environment. Coupling a fast space-marching code and a
time iterative code with overset gird concept can take the advantage of marching code at
the fuselage/wing region and solve the complex flow field near the wing/nacelle region at
the same time.
A very efficient wave propagation code for mid-field sonic boom prediction has been
developed based on the method of characteristics. This code solves the Euler equations for
1.2 minutes on Cray-YMP; whereas, the axisymmetric CFD method described in Section
2.1.1 takes 40 minutes on the same computer.
Number crunching problems, like CFD calculations, on parallel machines can be effi-
ciently done in today's computing environment. This may lead to the future of aerody-
namic research and design. In order to exercise HSCT design on parallel computers, a
nonlinear optimization routine has been developed for a network based parallel computer
system in which a cluster of engineering workstations serves as a virtual parallel machine.
3.1 Sonic Boom and Performance Study of Reference-H
Research effort on low-boom configuration concept has been invested for the past four
years. A new proposed route structure for HSCT's incorporating supersonic corridors over
land and water has relaxed the sonic boom constraint somewhat. The objective of this
study is twofold. First is to exercise the methodology of combining two different CFD
codes to solve the near-field solution of a realistic HSCT configuration in an efficient and
accurate manner. Second is to reduce the sonic boom loudness of a performance configu-
ration concept, Reference-H, without jeopardizing the aerodynamic performance. The
basic components of Reference-H are a fuselage, a pair of swept wings, and four nacelles.
3.1.1 Reference-H Near-Field Study
The CFD codes used in this study are the UPS3D code and the OVERFLOW code. Both
CFD codes has been described in Section 2.1.1 and 2.4, respectively. The former is an effi-
cient space-marching code. However, it fails in the region where subsonic pocket exists;
especially in the region of the wing/nacelle integration. The latter is a time-iterative code
with Chimera overset grid concept, which makes the code more viable in solving the
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region of wing/nacelle integration. In this study, only inviscid flow is considered. Figure
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The near-field solution is studied for the case of Mach number 2.4 and angle of attack 4.5
degrees. Wind-tunnel data of the Reference-H validate the CFD method. Study shows that
flow particles turn significantly over the outer nacelle compared with the inner nacelle. It
indicates that the effect of the nacelle orientation might improve the aerodynamic perfor-
mance.
3.1.2 Sonic Boom Softening
The sonic boom of the Reference-H configuration is also obtained. The calculation shows
that the boom is an N-wave of 104 PLdB with 2.5 psf. bow shock on the ground. Details of
the sonic boom prediction technique can be found in Ref. 10. Boom modification for per-
formance aircraft is very much different from the low-boom aircraft for cruise Mach num-
ber and lift are higher. Therefore, the technique developed previously can not be strictly
applied to Reference-H. However, changing the equivalent area can be helpful. The result
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reduce the boom is by experimenting the sweep angle. The figure above show one of the
exercises done on the Ref-H. This exercise successfully shows Boeing how much boom
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reduction can be achieved by redistributing the lift. An closer on-going technology com-
munication with airframe industry is needed in order to achieve the goal of sonic boom
softening on performance aircraft. A team consisting myself and other personnels from
Boeing and NASA Langley has been formed to achieve the goal.
3.2 Sonic Boom Mid-Field Extrapolation (WPSYM)
In the beginning of 90's, sonic boom extrapolation technique was still relied on the linear
theory developed in the 60's for the nonlinear techniques were computationaUy expensive.
Today, a fast and accurate sonic boom extrapolation methodology is needed to bring the
sonic boom extrapolation technique up to the 90's standard for HSCT design. The objec-
tive of this study is to develop an efficient and accurate higher-order computational
method, solving the Euler equations, for supersonic aero-acoustic wave propagation.
An axisymmetric wave propagation code (WPSYM) has been developed for mid-field
sonic boom extrapolation. This propagation code has been demonstrated as an efficient
and accurate tool over the previous CFD method, described in Section 2.1.1 and Ref. 4, on
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is obtained from UPS3D code; the result is then interfaced to two axisymmetric sonic
boom extrapolation codes, namely, the axisymmetric version of UPS3D and the recent
wave propagation code (WPSYM). The former takes 40 minutes on Cray-YMP, and the
latter takes !.2 minutes on the same machine. The x-y plot in the figure compares the
numerical extrapolation results to wind-tunnel data. The result has been shown in NASA
been inTechnical Highlight and the methodology has resented the 4th Annual Sonic
Boom Workshop at NASA Langley in June 1994 lap
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3.3 Optimizer on PVM (/IOWA)
ORIGINA, IE PAGE
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Moving to the world of parallel computing, the aerospace industry needs a numeric opti-
mization tool in the parallel environment. One of the promising parallel computing con-
cept is the network-based distributed computing. The Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) is a
software package that allows a heterogeneous network of parallel and serial computers to
appear as a single concurrent computational resource. PVM allows users to link up engi-
neering workstations to work as a single distributed-memory (parallel) machine. Merdtt
Smith and I wrote a manual on PVM for beginning users. A copy of the manual is attached
in Appendix C.
A parallel optimizer based on nonlinear Quasi-Newton method has been developed and
coupled with an efficient CFD code for basic aerodynamic design and study. This opti-
mizer is called/IOWA (parallel Optimizer With Aerodynamics). The figure below is a
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study. The fuselage radius is changed so that the wave drag is minimized. The parallel
CFD optimization process takes 24 wall-clock hours on 4 SGI workstations to reduce the
wave drag by 6.5%. The optimized result is a "coke bottle" shape fuselage, as expected by
supersonic area rule. The convergence history of the optimization process is also shown in
the figure. The optimizer is also coupled with a parallel CFD code, MEDUSA, to perform
viscous 2-D multizone airfoil optimization supported by overset grid concept. The results
will be presented at NASA CAS conference in March 1995.
3.4 Oblique All-Wing (OAW): CFD support
The OAW design team has asked for CFD support on the latest configuration OAW-3 from
which a wind-tunnel model has been built and tested at Ames in June 1994. The figure
below shows the chimera grid topology on the OAW-3 with fin. The design team want to
compare the CFD result with the result from pressure sensitive paint (PSI>). Therefore,
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CFD calculations have to be done prior to the wind-tunnel test because color map from
CFD result is need for PSP calibration.
4 SUMMARY
The computational tools for sonic boom prediction, aerodynamic calculation, and configu-
ration design of the current HSCT concept have been validated and applied to build wind-
tunnel model for further testing and validation. The techniques developed in this five-year
research and their applications, such as sonic boom prediction technique (Section 2.1),
design of Ames Model 3 (Section 2.3) by CFD optimization (Section 2.2), and sonic boom
softening for performance configuration (Section 3.1), have clearly shown support to the
HSRP as it moved to its phase two period.
An accurate sonic boom extrapolation tool has always been an issue. It is because the flow
phenomena in the atmosphere are nonlinear, but the common technique for extrapolation
is linear acoustic theory developed in the 60's. On the other hand, CFD technique is too
computationally expensive. Recently, a fast and accurate sonic boom extrapolation meth-
odology (Section 3.2), solving the Euler equations for axisymmetric flow, has brought the
sonic boom extrapolation technique up to the 90's standard.
Parallel computing is a fast growing subject in the field of computer science because of the
promising speed in number crunching computations. A new optimizer (Section 3.3) for
parallel computing concept has been developed and tested for aerodynamic drag minimi-
zation_ This optimimizer is also coupled with a parallel CFD code so the whole optimiza-
tion process is parallel. This is a promising method for CFD optimization making use of
the computational resources of workstations, which unlike supercomputers spend most of
their time idle.
Finally, the OAW concept is so attractive because of its overall performance in theory. In
order to fully understand the concept, a wind-tunnel model is built. CFD Navier-Stokes
calculations helps to identify the problem of the flow separation (Section 2.4), and also
help to design the wing deflection for roll trim and alleviating the flow separation.
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_ :: :ii:_ilili!i ii!i::i!i:!i!::_i !iii_!:_:i:_i::_i_iiil_i!i! :ii il):: E_i!:!ii::i:iil:!::i!:ii:::ili!ii!::!:_i!i::!ili!i!:_i!i!_!i!i_iLiii!!i::!!i!:iiii!!!i!i!i:i_i!ii!:ii]iii:ii._ _)::) T_di_::: 1_'§2_3y4iiii :i_O_ _:i < :F!:I ::: :_F_i_:i_iii_ii6):_i5_:i_:iE:iiiiEEi!Eii:i!_Ei:EEi:i6ii!ii:)!:i:E:i_E:E:EiEii)i

















































¢::: :: :.::_:::ii::i:ill :_!:i:::ii i:i ........... iii!:i_ii! .i!:::!:i:i:i: i;: ::i !:i_:! :::::::/::/:i::::i:i::::::i:)i:i::::::::):!:i:::::::::i :.ii:::. :: ::::::.
OPEN(UNZT-3, PILE'* Lhf. in' , STAT_S- 'OLD' )
C: " : !! :;:: ::: :,_i i i::i:i:: :_i: i:i i!i :i::i::i:::::!:!:/:_:!:!ii:!::::::L:!ii:i:::i¢_:ii::_F!:i:i:i:::i:i:i:::::i:i:i:i:::i:i:i:!:!:i:i:i:::!:_:i:i:i:_:::!:
NAJ_IELIST /1PARA] FMAC_,PFAC,R0,RI,INAREA,LIFT,TORE
READ ( 3, pARA)
WRITE( 6, PARA}
C : :: :: ::: : .:.:: .::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::




C:: i iii__ii _:: !_i_::i iii!: _::!i!i:: i _)!:i_:iii :::ii:i_:L:i:_i:i:!i::_: :: : :: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
TF(R0.GT.0.) GOTO 790
Ir(IN_E_. I,T. 0) _eN
C: _1_ - +TRI_: ......... : :_ :: ::i ::::. :::]i:i i:i:il: i::_i!!:::!:::_:iiii:i:ii::ii:i::_i?:ii i:i
: CALL NX_G(_DIN,S,TAU) i_: :
_ _70 ........................................................
ic _ead _ t_ gl_e_i_eidtSt_t_ti_ ............ ::::::::::::::::::::::::
OPEN(USIT=2, pILl_-'a_eelln _ )
DO 50 3=I,N_%X






C:: OPEN(ff_Z_2+ F_ _* ri_e_. in +) .... :::i.:
c so cc_m_ ....: .......::::i::.:. :.:/:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
GOTO 27O
ENDI F
C Read in the P=func_ion o_ define a F=_u_cti0bb_ Calling FUNC
C and In_._xit_ out the equivslen_ area by _m_ii_ 9 EARE_
IF( INAREA. EO. 2 ) T_EN
CALf. _'i TAU _?TAU _jD_M ) ....... :.:. :: ::
OPEN(UNIT-4, riLE= 'f.da_* )
DO 100 3-1,NNAX
READ(4, * ,END=I_0) TAU (_) ,FTA_ (_ }
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
[_._!|:-i _ii!_- _iii!_ .:_i _!_ii ::.i!_!t SOURCE PROGRAM - j [)ATE 7114194- i PACE #
_ _ _ _i___ _L "_Z_ LHF,f TIME 5:00:11 plH_ 2
LINE # SOURCE TEXT
aDz_. ..............
CALL DISTARC(TAU,FTAU,J-I,TAU,FTAU,JDIM, I0. ,0)
CALL EAREA (S, FTAU, TAU, JDIM}
GOTO 270
ENDIF
OPE_(_IT-11, FILE-'g_id. J.n' ,FORM-'UNFORMA_D' )
READ(It } KDIM, LDIM, JDIM
DO 200 3-I,JDIM"
READ(t1) ((X(K,L,J), K-1,KDIM},L'I,LDIN},
& ( (Y(K,L,J), K'I,KDIM} ,L'I,LDIK),




CALL EOUAREA( KDIM, LDIM, 3DIN, X,Y, Z, KMAX, LMAX, JMAX rS } ....













A_ = (TAU(_)-TAU(1))/((TAU(])-T&U(I} )* (T&U(3)-TAU(2})}
A3 - (TAU(_)-TAU(1))/((T&U(3)-T&U(2) )* (TAU(3)-TAU(I})}
Al - k2-A3
SP(1) - -AI*S(I)+A_*S(2)-J_*S(3)
Al - ( TAU(_DIN)-T&U(_DIM-2 ))
& / ( (TAU (_DIN)-TAU( JDIM-$ )}* {TAU(3DIM-I )-TAU (3DIM-_ }) )
A_ - (TAU(3DIM)-TAU(JUIM-I| }
& / ( (TAU (JDIH- I )-TAU(JDIM- _) )* (TAU( JDZM)-TAU(_DIN-_ )) )
XO - At - Ai
SP(3DIM) - A2*$(JDIM-2)-AI*S_JDIN-I)+AO_S(_DIN}
¢ '_i_o_l_ ..... S_(i') ' ('S¢.ii-_t:t:))/{TAV(_)_'_(:i)} :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::






OP_(i_i_i_;i'It_E = ar.a.ou_ )
NRITE(I3,400)
400 FORMAT()7_iTht_ il equivalon_ area distribution)
DO 450 J*I,JDIM
NRITE(I_, 580) TAU(J), S(J)
450 CONTINUE
c ....... i!::!::!:i!:; :
IF(WBDT) CALL wBCJDIM,SP,TAU)
CA LL LI CHTI (TAU, R, SP, JDIN, I_ACB, FTAU )
;:. :::::;:: i:i::i::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i i! ::
OPEN (UNIT'I3 ,FILE-' fen. out' )
WRITE (13,556)
555 _ORMAT(49BiThis II the Ligbthill F-functio. it body su_flce)
DO 560 3-1,_DIN
_RITE(1), 580} TAU (3), FTAU(:}
550 CONTINUE
500 FORMAT(2X, El5. B, IZ, El i. 8)
CLOSE(13)
790 CONTINUE
CALL FFN (FTAU, TAU, FMACH, JDIM, RO, El, TORX )
¢ ........
CLOSE ( 3 )
STOP
END
i:__i:::ilFk! SOURCE PROGRAM | OAT[ 7/14/94 / PACE#
LINE # SOURCE TEXT :
SUBROUTINE LIGHTI(TAU,R,SP,N, F?_ACIa,FTAU)
DIHE]4SIO_ R(N) ,$P(N) ,TAU(Zq) ,FTAU(N)
PI= 4. _/kT_(1. )
















Z1- ( TAU(J )-TAUt I ) )/(BETA* R ( I ) )
XLO--I. 0
IF (Z1.LT.XI,O) GO TO 94;
ZF (Z1.LT.4.0) GO TO 97
]_F (Z1.GE.4.0) GO TO )8
95 IIZI=0.
FTAU ( 3 ) -l_&_ ( 3 ) +mZ 1 _'F4
GO '?O 99
9T li_,1-. 0293"/* ZI* Z1-. 1175"/,1-÷.'] 551
















SOURCE PROGRAM DATE 7/14/94 PACE #
LHF.f TIME 5.'OO:.1 1 pm 5
_i_:_._._._.._ ....................._._ _;_c.-.,__-_ ...................._.,_-_ _-:_ -.,.,_ _............................. .......................................,..
5OURCE TEXT
294 SUBROUTINE FFN(F,X,FMACH,NP,R0,RZ ,TORX)
....2g_ C :: ::: ii!i
297 C _icj_atuze _ _az _Lel_ Whe= a, £._.kial pre==uze s:l.g, akut_' i:_-g_v_
......299' p_I_R (h'to_=1400 )
_06" DZ_NmZON F(NP),X(NP),¥(NMAX) ,_(NMAX)
3OI DI_NSION YSTP (NMAX) --
..... _02 DI_SIO_ DBLVL(3)
........:__l"
......._-O_,... opEN (L1N! T.14, FILE., _. out, ) ....................
......._-0_ C ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ?::?
......._06 c z=put ot _.it_ p_=me¢_ :=__e_r_ Stgua_ :_i
........_7 C :!i: ii!!i !!:::i : : :"
_1t_ c :]_i;_;;;;_= r}3=az 4tSEa__:_ body (_lti,._) _ ; :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
......I15 . "_LIST /zpSC_ .7_,e.s.C._,_ e_,P.,z_s¢_^LT .............
' _1'_" C ::: :::::::::::i:: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
......._i'_ _,_t)( _, _scx_ )
il !_ _RZT_( _, X_SC_U_)
........_i21Y
_22' c
....._2] _ - _ ._
_ = sowr[r_,Acls*.:)- I.)CAP - (¢ANMA+I.)*1_4_C_*'4/(S_RT(2. )*B**I. 5)
......326 s_z - S_RT(_Z )
....._2
....._'_'_" C
...._J_'J" OPEN(gNIT-B, FILE-'p.rO' )
.... __] .... 15 I-1 ,)M_I
.......__ zs co._z_
........_ so c'o._z._r
iT cLos_ ( 8 )
]'_K NP - I-1s_o - s_x_o_o)
_140 F(Z} " SQRT(2**B_R0)*P(I)/(GAR_(A*FKACH*rNACB)
......_t'4l _(I) = x(z) - B*_0 * c_*sa_0*r(I)
.......___ _'_mzr
......]48- 1)o 50 i_I,_P .....................................................
.......)4_) )(z) = • z) - c_*sRR_*r(_)
........_5i) c !!!i!!!! _!_ Z] ;_)X_t }:;_ir_ti|i; ii;::;:_ ;!;;;!! ;!: :i __i !!i;_!:._i!::;ii::iiiiii::i!i_i!ii_::.i:.;ii !::!i!!;i;::_::_::;!ii_!;!!i_i_i; ll
......I"51_'o4_ :_'r(_3_))l_i(_ "_ = _aa.pi_ _t_; _;;_t_}_i; ii:._i!_ili:.ii:.i::i:::.!i:ii:::
_._ _,,) SO COICTI_¢I_ ...........................
........__, c
....... _ 6 ¥1,1AI = :1.1_+1 ...........................
......._i57 "r_, - z._+=
....._;_ zt(_(z) .G_. _) _=Y(Z)
....... TF(Y(Z) ./._. Y_r_N) Y)(_N-Y(I)
......_61.... ss co_z)_o_
.......]62
......._6_' C ::: ::::::. :. :::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: _:i_ ili_i:iiii ii::ii _i : i!:
........ " _I, l_Ttq_,'r _ F) :::
........_6_
......._ YS_(Z);.. Y_ .................................................................................................................................................................
......_I-70 _DZS - _-_rZN
...... _'TJ DY = TDIS/FLORT(NMAX-1 )
....... %s_ca) - Ts_P(a-_) + v_
......._174 s0 co_z_v1_
...... __ _; :¢ : :i:::::_: ::
........_7_ c p_._, t_.
...... _'78 CALL HNRCH NMA_,NP,Y,YsTP,F)
__)§ C _:_: :::::;:i :_i: ; ;;:; :;:i;_ ;:;i -; :i-; :::::::::::: :::: !:i:i !':iii!:;!!::!:!i!!::!:i:i:: ::::!:::!:i::!::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
..... _8,) i C ROTE." Zt TOR_>0, the:_tc _:]._ in _l_e gom'(_P_f':)@_i i_; :
.... _&2 ¢ oz :L_i_.=ii t=i_i _b_i (f:Ptnt)_fi_ _s =t=tuo.;:;:;;;;::;:;::;::: ::;i:;::;:;:
......._8_ Do zs0 _-z,s_
........_4 P(I) - GAF_L%eFMACH.FMACB*F(I)/SQRT(2.*B*R_)




......_i_l DO Z80 I=].,Ne
......._'§2 x(z) = X(Z)*XSC_LE
....._'_ p(z) - _(Z)*eSC^LE
........._19 #_ re0 CONTINUE
......_-
_i'_)$ _ i _sp_eri¢ _C_ ...... : ;i_i;:: ;:
iiiiii.14 O0 C Pg _ p_e_gO-l:e aE t-_eg_ound
401 C P_ = pzez_n_re aL flIghL _it_de ..... : ::
' _2 PO - SQRT(Pg'Pa)
40_ VEL- FMAC_*A 9
.... 4_4 TREF = X( I)/VET.
40$ IF(TORX.GT.O. ) TEEN
" DO 260 I=I,NP
XIZ) = X(Z)/VEL - TREe"
408 p(I) = P(I)*P0
....... 409 260 CONTZNUE
_,lo i
41'i) ii, c
4 2 i C The signal (DP vs Time) is calculated, use a e_ptrlcal program to
413 C calcu/ate the rise time, s_d _ the rise tile I _n,to the slc)nature.
_!_i_'--'_iiii_ _!! SOURCE PROCRAM DATE 7114194 PACE,
__: l LHF.f TME 5.'00:.! 1 m 6
I:::::_ :: ":: =========================== • • P
LINE # SOURCE TEXT
/--i_Jff.ii[ ¢ ...... Obt:d_.d :£_,dI _se I level :: :: ..... ...........
.......4.1..i._.i.'1 CALL NOIEE(DBLVI, eX,P,lqlP)
419 iC i: _ : _ : . i::: _ii:: ii i ii . _ _ _ _ _
....._# c .....-rit__ d_L_ ,.-,.lueout ............. ............
....."4_1" ! Sl_ITE ( 14,500 ) DBLVL (1) DBLVL{ 2), DBLVL(3)
....._- 500 FORMAT
iiii_'_._!_.'{ _* I'lNoise level ',F10.q,'PIxlB' ,3X,F10.4,'dB(i_,)',3X,rZo.4,','e_(c)')
427 W_ITE ( 14,555 )R1




.......4 .... 700 _ IU4AT( 31, E20.8,2X,EI6.6)
......4_._.. c_os_(z4_ ........................................................
434.
.... : .... =_TM iii_ I:::_:!_:: _; :! SOURCE PROGRAM DATE 7 /
"""" .... / pm

















SUBROUTINE INTF(NP ,Y, F)
C Thls p_o_ra_ print. 0_t _b_
DIMENSION _ NP} ,Y(NP) ......... " " ....





SUMF - SUNF + 6.5*DY*(F(3)+F(J-1})
WRITE (34 ,I]0)Y(3 },SURT
100 CONTINUE
120 FORMAT(42R# Integral curve of the shifted F-functlon)
!30 r0R_T(:2t16 6) ........
C _:::: ::::::::: ::: : :::-i: r!!!!!!!!_!_iii_i_1_i!_!_i_:_!_i_i_!_!_i_i3i_!_!_:_i_i_!`_!_!:_i`!_!_i_:_:::::::::::: ::::::::





_,_i:.!ii_i_:,.,.:;::i_::__i_:iii_ :i_::i_ii-i_:_: SOURCEeeoc_M DATE 7114/94 PACE#
...................U_;::N.:J: ..............
LINE # SOURCE TEXT
ii:]i [_
.......4-_1....
.....:qB_ Y_ = Y(_)





DIMENSION ySTP (NNAX )
DIMLeNS ION INDEX (40 ), FS ( 40 )
COMMON/SHOC K/ INSCT
....-_,_v- IF(III.I_.]) INSCT - 3
......_' 'i IS=INDeX( Z}
::::::__E ze-zNon(_NSC_)
4_WI CALL AR_ (NP,Y, F,TS, FS, IS, IE, IF_Agl )
4_ _4 FIRST,.I.
:::::_] i "" r-,O_ SO0
BIDIF
! ¢ :iT!i:T:!:_!i_:i!i_i:_ii:i : ::i:: :: :
......4!i]F ZFlzr_aT2 ._Q.o) _E_
.......4! ii i- rZRST - -,n.
......_ :_: C _ll _oi_ilo_ leIW_ %O lille til_' it _O1_t YIIST/dlT l
........_;iiS:: Nc - sooY; - YSTP(3)
......:_[|" DO 300 IC-l,NC
;_i! CALL POINTINP,Y,F,INDEI,FS,YS,IIISCTI;i: : Ir(III.10.)) INSCT - 3
_; ZS-_NDEX( 1 )
....... ;; i, ;" IE-INDEI(INSCT )
........ _;i' t- CALL A/L_(NP ,i, F,YS, FS ,I S, IE, II_ATO )
........ ;] i t- IF( IF_AT0. EQ. 0 ) RE_IIN
........ _;[)" IrIIFL_TO*IFL_T1 .LT. 0) _BI_I
........;iii" Y_ - Ys











....... •_.::_._i_ii_:_,_i.:::_-_iii_ SOURCEPROGRAM DATE 7114/94 PACE#
;_ ,_ _ LHF.f T,M_ $:00:11 pm
, LINE # SOURCETEXT
:_:i:::] DI _NSIC_ INDEX(40), FS(40) ................................... .............................
:32 1 :: : :i: ::_::::::i::::i :::::::: : :::::::::::::::_::: ::: ::::::: ::::::::::;: :: : : :::: :: ::: ::
I_Sc_ ; g ............::: ; ...... ' : : .... ....... :: ::::::::::: : :: ::
..... i_::' INSCT " INSCT + 1
......i,40
_] ..... INDEX(INSCT) - Ii'::: rs(msc_) - o.
:42.... _Noz r
.....i:44...... DO 100 I_2,NP
..... 1147 IF(F&CI*FkC2 .LE, O, ) THEN
........i i_'8 .... IF(_J_ (Y(I)-Y(I-2) }. LE 1.E-14 T_ ............................ '.
;! ;4 INSCT = IN.e_? + I
.......'I:]i_" FS(INSCT] - F(I-I)-_SL*(YS-Y(I-I))
......_ 7 INO_X(ZWSCT} - z
......i;! :8 END_r
......._,_2 IN_CT - INSCT + I
........i',i_ rS(_WSCT) = r(WP)








_!ii!i_ii_:_i_i_i_:_iii_ii_i_ii!i_i_iii_i_i_i_-_!!_!_:i_¸ , , ,r E
=,= ....... ............... Lnr, i
























¢ 'T_SsUbrou£_ne fll_ Ehe area d[8_lbuE_on 0_ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:i'i_e_i_a_ c_._'_io.: " i !_!!!_:i_!_:_iii_i!_ii_i_ii!_i_ii:::ii_i_ii;ii_i_i_i:i_i/ii_i_!iii_:iiiii_i!i!i!i_i_i:i_!
D_MENSIO N S(SDTM),TAU(JDIH












IF(TAU(3).GT.8.21 .AND. TAU(3).LT.12.25) T_J_N
AA = 4.*0.5*0.05*TAN(ANG)*(TAU(3)-8.21)**_
s(_} = s(s} + A_
ENDIF






s(J) = s(J) + _]_
ENDIF
IF(TAU(_).GT.15.77688849 .AND. T_U|3).LT.16.2_) TEEN
AA - 4.*(U.Se0.05*TAN(ANGI)*(IE.29-TAU(3}}**2)
s(J) = s(_) +
_DTF











LINE # SOURCE TEXT
DATE 7114/94 PACE#
.ME $:00:11 pm 1 2






TAU(J )-T_U (J-l} +DX






















-;-: _ _u_rou_i_ :_d the e_e_ dis_ibUt_ of the _e_rs_Rs_ck _ly
ii_ S_M).,T_O_ i.. i:.: ............... .......... ,: ...................
_a_'Y ' - _bz_*(2./3. !
_s_G = aDZN - aBDX ..................... ,
]DO 5 _=_BD¥+_.,_D_I4





.... _' PROCP.AM ...... I DATE.... 71|4/94 i PACE;
_::-:_ )_ SOURCE I I • AI
.................. • • Ir dP I TIME 5._4kl 1 pm I • _
SOURCEPROCRAM DATE 7/14194 eACE#
¸














SUBROUTINE WING(JDIN, S,TAU }
Thls subroutine find the area d_trlbu_lon bf_he 10W_a_a_i0 w_B_











STTNC-PI* 0. 0625*0. 0625









767J S_BROUTINE BR._gC (JDIM, S, TAU)
-_6_ C " ioto:t_be equalivant area: i:::: :
*_70_ j PARAMETER (NkL_X- 800) .......
"_*2J°l DIMENSION $ (..TDIM),TA_f,_DIM) ,B(NI,,[,k_),X(NPU_.I)
772' co_,_oN,,'_^rl _c_, P_c .........
77_; ¢ ..... ......" ...... : : ...... : i
......7 _6" READ( 33,12)
-_'_8" rEko( 33 12)
....7soJ rcxo( 3], 1_)
781 1 DO 10 1=1 _c_,x
......7'_4"] s(z} - a(z)*eF^c
......786- 11 CONTINUE
-?_?- 12 roeJ_T('_ X)
"_'_8.'" 15 FORMAT(6_13.5)
-7_§I I;, C0N_t,,'VE
7§b-] cws_( _3 )
....."__J.... NPOINT - I-1
:::::'_:_ "1 OPrN(t_ZT=.I3, FX_-'b¢a.dat' )
::: : _rl_I"l_ ( 33, * ) X(I),B(1)
2 0 CONTINE£
...."_'_,'"_C ........... " ::: :::::;:::: ...........................:: :'::'::.......................................................::::: ....."
......,,_-_-I ::=::=-:: ::::::::::............................................................:::: : : ..........."...............::J.._TlklK'1"m£
7_,J DO 50 J-1,JDIFI
...._._9"J DO 30 I-ISTART,NPOINT
: ::_U:::LJ IF(ABS(X(I ,-TAU(, )). LE.IS(,)'S J }+B(I ) .,-10) TBEN
_NDIF
:i::::::- 'i![_::)_ili IFIXIZIFII.EQ. i ) T_P_N"I_P"0. F 0.) .GT .TAU( 31 )
XF-X(I-I)
 i[ii:iiit *"'_LOPE- ( B(I)-BFI/IXIt )-XF)
_,,s , BT = B(I) q" SLOPt*ITAU(3)-I(I))
s(_) - s(J) + ST
_u_ ISTART'I-I
IF(I.E,. 1) ISTART- I
......_.. co_ _o
xl_ ELSE
_,20 IF(I. LT.NPOZNT) GOTO 30






SOURCEPROCRAM DATE 7/14194 PACE#
_:!i,i:i_i_: LHF.f T,ME S.'00:i1 pm i 7












SUBROUTINE b_8 (3DIM, SP, TAU )
C a_ add _t _otO the dez_at/ve _i_ eqUu_i_t _ea:: : :




L SP(J }-SP(J)44 .*. 05". 54
IF(TAU(J).GT.12.25 .AND. TAU(J).LE.16.29)





::::::!:i:::i::_1_!!::i _!_i_:_'_i_:ii_iii_::_i:_i_ I SOURCE PROGRAM - D_kTE 7114194 i PACE#
LINE SOURCE TEXT
_4(I I SUBROUTINE F_NC(TAU,FTAU,JDIM)
_a_ i DIMENSION TAU(_DIN) ,FTAU(JDIM)
l_41_ I NAMEL]ST /'YFUI_C,/ YF,ELAM,C,]I,B,D_E._BL,yR,DEL .....
READ (3, FF_C )
..... WRITE( 6, FFUNC )
_= i TAU(I )=0.
_ I FTAU (I) -0.
Rr_6 I DY-YR/FLOAT(JDIM-I )
o_! DO Z0 J'2,_DZM
aS& I TAU(J )-TAU (J-l) +DY
R%_ I TF(YF.EQ.0.) GOTO 6
860 I ZF(TAU(J) .LE .YF/2. ) FTAU(3)-2. *TAU(3) *H/YF
ane _ IF(TAU(J).GE.YF/2.0 .AND. TAU(J).LE.YF)
_5 ] c & FTkU(J}'S*(TAU(3)-YF|_C :]::[ i_ii:i:[!:!!i]i!!!!!!!_!!!!i:!]!!_:!!!::: ::::::::::::- :: ::
866] 6 IF(TAU(_),GE.YF .AND. TAU(J').LE.DEL) FTAO(3)-C
...."__-1 IF(TAU(._).CE.DEL ,AND. TAU(J),LE.ELAM)
_68 ] L FTAU(3)-B* (T_U( 3 )-DE_) +C
A701 IF(TAU(J) .GE.ELAM .AND. T&U(3).LE.BL)
- L FTAU(J )'B_ (TkO (3)-ELAM) + (ELAJ4*B-D)
._.77 I _F(TAU(3) .GE .BL) '_ .....................................................
&_1 1 c _'TkU(J}"|I_LAM'B'_B_iSI;-I_} |i['T&U(:_)_"It'RI/(BL_I ..... ........
L_74 I _- FTku(J}--E/(TAU(J)-(BL-ABS(BL-ELAM)/IO.))
RT_ I 10 CONTINUE
g7A I
_,701 WRITE{ 13,75)
_80 I DO 20 J-I,JDIM
_qa ! WR_TE(13,80) TAU(J ), FTAU(J)
882 20 CONTINUE
8831 75 FORMAT(22gIF-funct_on from input)
_4 80 FORMAT(2X, F8.4, IX tEl6.8 }
_5 _tETUR._

_Z_:_£_'_::: :::._:i_:i:::::E_:::_:_:"_=::i!"i_'!_:_;_: :'_: " ' " - !
........ :_:_:_:_T_x',.;._:_;_;_!.;;._L_!:;_ :,_:_ :-::: __ SOURCE PROGRAM DATE ?/1A/(:iAI PAGE #












....941 _ - _e.6_
....94_ ....
• 94_ IKO_NT - 0
•'g_4 I_ co_
.....94_ IKo_n_T - IKO_T + 1




iliili '° 1511 - I
n
Y2 " Tl + ((8.5*I_[ACB**2 - 45,9*FMACB + 62.9))**(.5)
AK1 - Y2 * 1000.
AK " AXl / (((ALT/IO00.| - 5. )*_117.)
C HoW Cs1_at.e the ¢_se"t_ie di_S:t_iiagilm_ _i:3_l_ _:_Pi t:t_
.... _"g O. O03/PSa ......
ENDI F
C : ========================== :::d :" ':': I" ' . I ' ' .: 1 : "::':1_I: : :--: _:_ ::ii _ ::: _" _!: _1: ' : } : _ _ , " :1_ ' : Z ":1_: ] i _ : " 1
...... 55"J_]["['_ (14, s0 )RT
|0 FORI_T(3eB! S:Lse time (see) Of t he bow ,hOck _,_1P'5_
c ..... _,o _e_ the ,,ig-a.]:i__ t,-.e,.,.o_t 0_ ._...._. _:::i_:_! r_:.....
........ b_'T = "RT/_LOAT(ISn-:_Sa0) ....
DO 200 I=ISH0,ISE-I
T(l*l) - T(1) ÷ DRT
200 CONTINUE
DO 300 I-ISH+I,NP
T(I) - T(1) + RT
300 CON_ZNUE
il_! --'""°""':'°'.,o,,
SOURCE PROGRAM DATE 7114/94 PAGE #
LINE # SOURCETEXT
_99
......_, _Rou_z_ D_S_ARCCXV;'. _-W"_W _'W_r_C_i_T'i ........................
.....i-(_'_ i C '::::::::. : . : ; !_i_i: :: :_::i_;:_:_:_: i_i::::::::::::::::::::::!_!!!!_!:?!': :
.....i_II( C :::
lOT'6] z_(_p_xlI,_N .oe. e_x.u_.m_) _m_
|6"I'_ I_RI_(*,*) 'SUB DIST_RC : MAX ia _ea_ than H or I_EW'
l(Il§_ _u_zr ...............
I02_! c _ __T_::_!:!:_::!:is!__,:i_:__':'._::,:s::i:i_!__:_?:!!_:.ii_!s;_'._:_i:: ;_ii_iii!i:i!;!i_ii}_:'__i_!_ii_
iO_'| i c _: f,o_ tO{al ave le_J_b :;t::::i:{i:i:i !gi;i:?i:;_i_i_i::i]i:!iiF:]i_ i! !:: :_::i¢ili:_;:::::
1_2'2: ' _,_c(z) _ o: ...........................
1021_ po zo _-_,s
10_'4_i ARC = SQR_( (X(_ -X(_°l)}'*_ + (T(X)-_(_-l))*'2)
]025 .... _o_kec(x] - _O_ARC(_-I] + _c
1_26' zo ce_?zw_ ....................
1__7 ' c ::::i_iiii_i:!!iiii::!!:i_ ::Ti:;
_2# c :__y:_'_,:_, t)_:_ _:_t_u_,,_ _(_j._ _=e/_ _........
1_{_ Zr(r_c: zn._:L .........................
I_i .... DE L'F,,, FAC * ( TOTA,.qC ( 1_1)/FI.,OAT ( 1'_qEW- 1 ) )
IO_fl .... CALL DISTRX ( DELT, NNEW, S, IFLAT)
10_'2 ELSE
lO]f3 s (_) - o.
I_'_ S(l{) - 5(_-1) + 1./FLO_T(K_E#-i)
10_'6 _s CO.TX_UE
l0]? _zr
I O)l_ . .................................................,. ......
I0,TI..... x#t i)_x(1) ..........................
lO_ ,_.RC}IEW- SIJ)*IX)TAI_C(_)
|0_'_ I F( TOTAJ_C ( I{ ). EQ. A_(_IEN )
;]_}0 _(_) - x(E)
_0._I "IP_I{_) - Y(1)
-1-__2 r.o_o (o
'I_i;_i _mzr
"l_)_5 zz - x(_-i)
T__6 za - x(_:}
'1657 _z = Y(x-i)
T_5'8 _ - Yiz)
'T_$g zx - xl + xig)-x(g-1)).
"|"__ |" C&LL _INIHT(XI, X2, Y1, Y2, IX, l_r)
'[_2 _(a - xx
iI)_# c.o_o_o
'16i6 ss c_uI_
l_i 7 _o C_Z_UE
IIT_ _ :_II ..........................................
'T_i?l D0 -/o_t..i,_ .....
1_7_ _wIJ) - x_wiJ)
"1"674 70 COHTI_I_
"Ib7_ _D
SOURCEPROCRAM ................. DAT_ 7/14/94 _ PA_._
LINE # SOURCE TEXT
1077
...._7_T .................__o_T__"___ z(_-_i_:i_s: _";'_"_i ...............................................
i0'"iO_8t...... _)zl_._szo_.s(_x) D_(m_)
]()83' C .'the _Lc_t. spS_g, F_.N_-', a,,d t,_/:_ o_ po_t._ KFC_ TLT_T_L:...... _Z
....I 0_" z r(_kX_UC._cs) _l_ ..........
....i0_ i WRTTZ(*,*)'SUB D_STRI" : MAX '[a les.s than XFC$'
....i_B9 _ _NDI r
....1_2 s(1) - o.
't(H_) I c,o_o_o
,1 i._,|lOOf C^LL GRI_E:T(DZ1, Kl_, 0. 0001, _ O0, ItDBET_)C^LL TZ1 ( I(FO$, RD_ET^, DZICTA, $ )
.....]'1(_. C " -:::" _....... :
......I()"!.....z_k_ :__i_ m_ .........$I(41 DO 37 K-z,_rcs
....)I(S' D_(_rCS-_+Z)- S(_)
......I1( ¢'l 3? co_z_
11071 Do 38 _-z,_rcs
......1i_3i)' s(_) - z.-ou_(_)
....FlOP" _s _'_pzc°_u_r
'iT"I_"
































......... SOURCEPROC_AM DATE 7114194 PACE#
_::!_iii_ LM i-.'lr T_ME 5:00:11 pm /.,')
LINE # SOURCE TEXT
[ 182 I SUBROUTINE LIIgIMT(XI,X2,Y1,Y2,1LOC_L/YLO_L)





....iI_;§"' _LOC_,L - SLOPE*(XLOC_.L-X2) + Y2
i i_'I" RETURN
JEL_
LINE # SOURCE TEXT
SUBROUTINE MARCH (NMA_, NP, Y, YSTP, F )
DIMENSION F(NP) ,Y(NP)
DIMENSION ySTP (NMAX)
DIMENSION INDEX (40 ), FS (40 )
CONNON/S HOCK/ INSCT





INDEX (IND )- 0,
INSCT = 0
ENDDO
CALL SBRPT(NNAX,NP,Y,YSTP _F, INDEX, FS,YS, 0 }























CALL POINT (NP, Y, r, I NDE%, FS, YS, INSCT )
DO II-INSCT,I ,-I






I S-INDEX ( I )
IE-INDEI( INSCT )
CALL AREA (NP ,Y, F, YS, FS, IS, IE, I_LATO)
IF(IFSATO.EO.O) GOTO 400













IF(INSCT.LE.I .AND. YS.GE.YEND} RETURN
FDIS " FS(INSCT)-FS(1)
if (FLOAT(INDEZ (INSCT )- INDEX (I) ). eq. 0.0 ] the,






Y (INDEX( I ) ) = YS
IS = INDEX(l) + 1
DO 450 I = IS,INDEX(INSCT)
Y(I) * YS
r(I) - F(]-I) + OF
4 50 CONTINUE
I F(KOUNT. EO. 20) THEN
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SOURCEPeOCRAM OATE ....... pAr.F*
; _;:::_i;._.|;_1 _l: A;:k._--"._ ;_:_i_::_:_::_::_::_:_!_:_::_:::::i_: _tu_/:_w ......
..................._R .....................'............_ .........." .....sam rld.f T,.E. .. . .. .. . .. g 4"18"56 pm 1
LINE # SOURCE TEXT
I PRQGR_dd $ JkHGRZ D
..........2"
. . include "sgrid co_"
........ C : ::;_:::: :: :::;' :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: :;::):::i;::i:::: . ;::::;::.:.::::: ::.:::: ::::::;:::::::/::' ::'.:::
b C Da_e-: DeC r 1993 " ;: .:; ;::i.:::_i::: :. :: :: : _ _:::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
::ii::i:::)_c : v,_;:_*::,'_:_i_:_ :V_..,!:,_ :a:O :: : :: " -:............ :::::::::::::::::::::::..... _::
i:i::iiii_::ic: r_._
.........._s o_ii_i_ __,__-_i_:__i:i_--ii_::;_, :,_:. _D,:. i................
.......... [6 ¢ .:/..
...... [7 oP!24 (UNI T-40, FILE- ' XZSIZE. IN', STATUS= 'OLD', FOP.H--' POp.I) _ )
...... [6 ¢===-=- _:_:-_-_-_:'__.-_;_;_-;_:_:_
, ......... ig _ ;!;! if:if:: i
............._l ......................
........ 28 c " _r_f _._ .I_. _ _,,_._.e _e_.to_ ::: :_::_;::i:_::ii::i!_i!_!i!i_:!
......._o _.i.i..:i _ri_ iiiiiii::iiii:ii::iiii:i:iiii!iiiiii!i_!_i;:i:::!:!_::_
..........u,Ti
................_i_ ::!ii:i ii_i:i:i iii:_: i ii:/:ii iiill
NAI_]_ST /NING/ NSEC,NI_TS,_C .......................................
READ ( 4 0, WING )
..........._1'6 _mI_ ( *, WING )
.........._7' C" " ::::: ;;.;::: ; :, :.:: ; :: ::: ;:::: :?_:::_::::i:: _::_:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::_:_:i::: : =:: ?::: :::?::x:;::;: ::;ix ;:::::: ::: :::: :::
/_ii12:1_i;
..... C_L wxIcgtN ............................ ................................................" """ "' '" ' ' ......... :: ........
....... _2 C "
.......w_ c:i
............ _E-XLE (NC) +CBORD (NC)
ZF(XR_B. GE .1_) THEN
_t:l_ _mT- Ie'rE
_NG - -I+
........ _I x_rr = _
iiiiiiiii_ii _mWING- z.
5] _D_
iiii_iiiii_,_ii Do zoo a=:,.s_c
X_IST(3 ) -X_I_+ ( XRT-X_LE ) * ( FLDAT(3-1 )/E_O_T(NSEC- 1 ) )
........ _7' 100 CONTINUE
.......... _6 ¢ :....i::::::i;: : ::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -:-:-:.:<.:, ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
i::iii.ii_.'_:i: x_zp.is_,z,_+z)/:_...................................... :: .................: .......................................................................
G3 XOUT ( z, K ) -XDZST( _ )
.........64 _oo¢ ( :, K ) =_s_sE( _, X, 1 )
6_ _OUT(Z, K)-ZSkSE(1,1,1)
......... 66 187 CONTINUE
........67 C :;:::: :::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::- ===========================
:2_2:1 C : i i ):: ::=::: :::::::;:;:::. ::;:::::::::.:: :
.......?0 Do iooo ,:=_,N._C .........................................................."" .......................................' ..........
............7I- C : :::::: :: ': :::' ::::: :::;:
...... _'_ C " i:::i::; : !! i : i::::it._tiEt! it:: :iik:: ;!!!ii_!:;i::iZi !:!:!::!:!:::::::_:;:_:_:_;_::.:_:i:_:_:::3:!:::!::::!:/ ! i:i:k::i:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
C :: : .: :2 5 ; i152:21: i::!::':i::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::
..........."J[i ¢
......._I C&LL REDIST( i_AL _ IETI p ;r_C, i" i ................... .................................
............._4 .... DO 300 K'I,KTIP
..........._'_ XOUT(L,K) - XLOCAL
'8_ .... YOUT(L,K) - YNEW(K}
....._'_'' ZOUT(L,K)- ZD_ST(K)
......... _" 300 CONTINUE
_0 1 C _ the u_pet '_t=ee :
_I C_LL_r_ZST(X_L _ZP;_'A_,_).............................." ..............'
........ _) DO 400 K'KTIP+I,NPTS
.... g_l XOUT(L,¢} - XLOCAL
_" YOUT(L,K) - YNEM(NPTS-K+I)
__ ZOUT(L,K) = ZDIST(NPTS-E_I}
_6, 400 CONTINUE
..........g8 C _O_..the o0mpu_a_i0_al grid _f uP_]b_O_e :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::_:
i0i C the calcula_i0b'dtvlded i,to:_x :_ lo_p_r_,:::::: :::=:::
102 C _or _afty aak_, set _1=_2_
! 03 i_( x_oc_L. LT._A_) _TO _oo .........................'....... .................................
|04' DO 500 K=I,KTIP-I
l0_ KI=KTIP+K
106 K2=KTIP-K
i07 "Hagla.a l=odel ..... tr(_sC¥0UT(L;I_I:)LY01_(E.I¢;F)) :_L_:S _;:¢_Xai_
108 IF(ABS(YOUT(L,KI)-YOUT(L,K2)) .LE. i.0E'2) TBEN ......
I IO _OUT( L, K1) =_OI)T(L, K2 )
i I I " YOUT ( L, K1 ) -YOU T ( L, _2 }
i 12 ENDZ r
113 50o CONTINUE
114 900 CONTINUE
ilS c • .
116 . C Proceed to l_ex% x coord_]_ate : .....:'"
7 c
I vs I :ooo CONT_NVE
119 C
120 'iC ,_,r£_e ouL .ew =ur_rid In p].ot3a Eonae_






IZ c ...... ..................
........i _J" WRITE( 50)_TS, KW,NSEC
..... [ 'ii DO 1334 L-I,NSEC
........f _' _RITE(50) (XOUT (L, _ }, K_t ,SPTS),
........i " (YOlk(L, I{) , K=I, h'PTS),
........ J" "7" (ZOOT(L,K), K=I,NPT$)
---i'_l _, 1234 "CONTINUE:=111ii "..............................................................
WRITE( II )NI,NC, lW
WRITE(If) ( (XBASE (I ,I ,M} ,I=I,NU) ,(XBASE(i ,2,M) ,I'NL, 1,-I ),
M'I ,NC ),
( (¥BASE (I, I,M), I-I,NU), (YBASE (I, 2 ,M}, X'NL, I,-I ),
......f7 M-1,wc),







TIME 4:18:56 pm 4
SOURCEPROC_U_ I OA:[ 7/o7}94 I PAct,
samgr,d. I TI. I 5
LINE # SOURCE TEXT
298 J SUBRO_TIN_ CSPL]Nta{X,Y,t;,XN_:_,¥Z'_W,NNICg) ....
.....,_O_t C..... .... : ...... :::::::::: ::::: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::>::::
....._o_: el : :!::!:i .......................................
30& r C T&B _n_ POINTS _l]_£T4(l):t I"i;}_:_:_:::iI_NI_M;
.................. :, .,-,*.-, < :.: +:.:,::<:,:-,:,x x:. c : :.:.;-::.:,:.: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :T: :5::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :
...... _ _[ C ii:: : :: i:ii:!!i{ i]i:_!_ii_ ::i: ii!! :!::i !i:i::i:i ::: :! : i]!!::_!ii:_i :i::: ::i!:!:i:i :i_i ::_
......._2|_c :: i}::i_:i::i_( :!i:i:i:i]:!:::i:
......._1221 c . ... _Zsl; sP_.d_:;e_b: i,'_._* _tv_ _t_ ...... :
......._12,¢] .......Do"_ oo i_f ;_/=i........................................................................................................................................
.......32_] nix) - x(x*x) - x(:)
....._2g] _.oo CC,,'VTT_
......_27]c: ::: :: .................:: ................... :=::::::::::>:: ........... : .....................




.......•_;_U. D().) = DICL{1)
...... _38 I DIN) = DEL(I)
....._i_i_"l Go TO 3_)
......__ ] _m_ r
C :::::i::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i ::::!::::::::::::::::::!:::: ]:::::::i:::: :::: ::::: :::::::::::::8
....._JTl " 0S_N '= i"i'i) "_ _ti2 i ...............................................................
...... :_'4_"] ill - (tall) + ISUH) / SSgN
....._4q _ N2 = -tail) / IStn(
:: __5'I D(1) = NZ*DEL(1) + NZ*DE][,(2)
IF (PCRST(D(1),DE_(I}) .I_. 0.1
• _-_2} v(z) - o.
...... )_:i'I ELSEZF (PCBST(DEL(1),DZL(2)} ,LT, 0.) THE);
......_5_I _ - 3.*DET.¢Zl
........_':-'- : Ir (ABS(D(1)) .GT. /_l_(_(J_)) D(I) = DHAX
........_56 _rDZF
.......__§"}c:-::-:.!.
........_ [_/" 'LOP - DEL(Z-1) * DEL(I)
......._'__"] TOP = 'I'O1) * .S * (1. + SlC_T(I.,_P})
.....|_I ] xLpa_. = co_sT • (s(_-:) + 2.*ta(z})/ (uqz-_) + a(I))
........1_'] BOT - A?_PBA * DET,(I") + (Z.-&LP_A) * DEL(I-1) + Z,E-20
3671 )00 CONTINUE
}_:::._."6j_::]c : : . _:_:::::::ix:i:::::::_ ' :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::_:i:::
. C :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::] . ix . x:K::. :::::::::::::::::
........._'_'_'n _ = -H(N-1) / I_UN _.-
........_t'7"_i.l w2 - (girl-l) + tasu_) / I$_4
--'_w*_ t DIN) - MI*DEL(N-2) + _2tDEL(N-1)
....._'_6 xr (PCSST(_I'_),mSLqU-I)) .T_. o.)
EL&ElF (PC&$T(_EL(Iq-2J,DI_L(N-1)) ,LT. 0.) TBI_4
...._'Y_"I D_S*_ = 3, _DEL(_-I )
....._fg'i"l _,_oXr
.....3_;2Ic :::: :::._::::_::::: _ _i ::._-:::_:i_::_::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::":::::_!?:_!::_ - :i::: :"::
"_ii__I!_9_ co_:_u_- ...............
........_'_[c*'_*****.***.*:***_*.* : >: : ..... : :: :: _ :: ::::
......)g6Ic ....... ......:::: :::::: i:: ::
...............:_g_]::_c * :*:*,:___. _.___ ..,_:_:_:_:._:_._*_:_ _:__ "_:__:_*.-:_:____*__,___:*___¢_:_
_d_| c.,:_:_(z_ :_; x:(_|:::::::::::::::::::::::::.......::::::::::i: .....: :_
........_iI l_ ':-i ........................................................
CT_REE = (V(J} + D{J+I) - 2.*DEL(J)| / (H(J)*_{3)}
_94 [ CTMO = (3.*DEL(J} - 2,*D(3) - D(3+I)) / H(J)
:_§_I ZB_C - Z_D
IEND = ISRCHGE{_E_,XNE_,I,X(J+I)) TOn NK
........_98[ DO 500 I=IBEG,IEND-i
ii-__$ T - x._N(z) - x_a)
.......,400J _EW(I) - Y(J) 4 T*fv(_r) + T*(CTWO + T*CT_REE}} -
soo COnTInUE
4"03 [ C _:_ :i : • : !i: : ::: :
......._m4 i c ..... 7_!_(1) ,GT; _(!() i.:.::::?:7: -: : ::::z:::izi::i
......40S [C .... : : ::: ::::::: : :: :::::::::-:::::.:
........4"(]'_"] DO 600 Z=MYND,NN1EN
....4_ I T = XNEN(1) - X(N-1}
..... '408] YNENII ) " Y(N-1) + T*(D(N~I) + T*ICTWO + T*CTHREE))
"_ ] 500 CONTINUE
c
41 _ I RE_RN
END
SOURCEPROCRAM DAT_[..... 7/07/.94 p.cr +
samgrid.f
LINE # SOURCE TEXT
nmz 4:18:56 pm 6
:':-_::::_:.,'._, TM-. _ =:_: :_:::_::i_::i_ :::i:_:_'::i.:_ SOURCE PROGRAM DATF ?/O'_/aA PAIJ_. |






























:_:i :{_:i_'i_ii_'i_r::l'_'_:!_!:_is:_:!:!i:i_:_ii:_;:_i_B_:s_.,._s _ :il::::: SOURCE PROGRAM DATE 7 III=/#QA PACE ill
r ............ _..............._ ......................._ .................................._-_ .......T -- -_="_ .........._""? _"-'_'"'+_:"-".........,"=, _._".1. ...



























































C .......... ::::: .-:::::: " ;.:.' :. ! .:.::..-: "::.. I::::H y- • .. "... , ...- : : . ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :;.:. :..i:.:
WRITE(*,*) 'SUB DIST_.RC : MAX is less than N or NNEW'
STOP
ENDI F
¢ _ to_ tot_ __e_L_ !.....: :.i.-:i. ;-.::. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-::::/i_;_
TOT,_il) = o. ............................... '
DO 10 K=2,N
ARC - SORT( (I(K)-X(K-I})*_2 + (Y(K)-T(K-I))**2)
TOTARC(E} - TOTARC(K-I} + ARC
10 CONTINUE
• _ ........... "iii_::£1p_i:_il ?:R:: :I!:II!k:;INI;_:R:" i" iki.:.i - :N k H;. "i:p _:i ::ii : :ii. " , F: 187!-::'.:i:i k: : ": .: ::::::::?
" ZF(__;CT.0.] _ .......................
_E_T-_Spm_ARC IN










:.: H.... : ...... i.%! 7"< ; :: . ' :'i:. -- '_ .... " ....
DO 6_ a= _,_Ew .................................
AR_EEW - S(3} *YOTARC(N)
DO 55 K = 2,N










II - Xl + (Z(K)-X(K-I))*
(_R(31Ell-TOTM_C (1_-1) )/(TOTARC( K)-'I'OT_RC ( K-1 ) )
CALL LINI_T(XI, X2 ,YI ,Y2, XX, YY }
_(J) = XX
IF(ARS(XI-X2).LE.I.E-7) THEN




















SUSE0UTINE0iS_Z (F_G,XrCS, S,ZFINE) ............
P AE_U]TER (NAX=400)
........OI_O_NSroN S(MXX) ,DCM(e,U_)
C . : :_ _iz_( spaelog, r_G,aod the Du_ber of poiOt_ _ ::::::::::
C,:;I:__:Z_:IPII_,,!, dlstrlbutloa is c_slter£og at outer grid ::::
C : :::: :..................................
I F(_. LE. KFCS) THEN










RDBETA - 1. S
CALL GRBET(DZI, KFM, 0. 0001, I00, RDBETA}











_._ SOURCEPROCI_AM 0ATE 71071_14 PACE *
:_":_::__!_i..i:_,._::_::_Ni_:;_i_ samgrid.f T,._ 4'18:56 m I I














IX) 200 K -I,NC
IF(XBASE(1,1,K).GT.XBK) TEEN
X1 = XBASE(I,I/K-1}
X2 " XBASE(I,I,K )
Zl " ZBASE(I,I,K-I)













XBASE(I,I,E) - (F*XTL + E*XLE}/(F+E)
2_0 CONTINtJE




XBASE(I,2,K) - (F*XTL + E_KLE)/(F÷E)












































IF(ABS{XIN(KL)-X(JL) ) .LE. I.E-7) THEN















CKLL LININT (Xl ,X2, Y1 ,Y2, XX,YY }










SOURCE PROCRAM DATE 7/07/94 PACE #































































su_a0u'rZ_= r_'rc _, z, roZ.,_z ,i._2, _i,M'r2,aZp_ _;i ..............




c _,_ the,, _o_ exa_le,
C _n_K-l_81 K_2"X+M_ : :_::::' ii::i i::: :i: )i:i: : ::i :i::i:;-_:!:!:i
C Of i CiZcle WttJa _ad1_ l_r_::
c
IF(RFZL.E0.0. ] GOTO 735
IF(MAX. LE. KDIM) THEN
WRITE(*,*)'S_B FILET : MAX _s less tha_ KDIM'
STOP
ENDIF
I_(MBI.E0.0 .AND. 14B2._ 0) GOTO i$5 ...............................
DO 130 K-I,KDIM
IF (K.LE.ETIP .AND. Z(K).GT.ZROOT) T_EN
KFI-K-MBI
KF2-K+I_82
CALL CIRCLE(KFI,KF2,KDIM_y,Z_R_.L, ARCORR ) ............
C :










Y ( KD )-DI ( KD-KFI+I )






TP(MTIIEO.0 I_D. MT2.EO.0) GOTO 735
DO 700 K=KTIP_KDIM












Y( KD )-DI (KD-KFI+I)










. .... , ..... ................ • +.. ............
[ 771+ SUBROUTINE PZI(LI,TBETA,DET,Z)
{ 77_i c COMPUTES NOP_AI,ISI_ _TOP,H_- DZSTI_CZ, Z<l,ll
I "??4_ C .................
i 7__ p_zvz_ (wx-4oo)
I 776 DIMENSION Z(t4AX)
I 7_7
1" _'7_' IF(MAX.LE.LZ) THEN
[-"F_'9" WRITE(_,*)'SUB FZ1 : MAX is less than LI'
.......7_ .... svop
{ m783 IF(TBETA.EO.I. ) THEN
]784 DO lo L-i,L1
{ 78_ Z(L)-O.
{ -786 lO CONTINUE
{ - +_87 ELSE
{ +_'_9 _' ETa-(L-I )*DET
J--_*_ - RR- (TBETA+I. )/( TBETA-_. )
I- 791 EEE-I.-ETA
" _9 _ Z ( L)- (TBETA- 1. ) * ( RR-RBET& ) / ( RBETA÷ 1. )
[-'""794 _ 20 CONTINUE
{ _705" mm xr
::::::_`_:::_:::!i_!:L_:.i::[_.:!_:_._::_:::._;:::_:_:_::;:_.:_::_.:_::i:_:_:i::;_:_:::_:::._;;:::;|I.:.i_1I_ _ = _ SOURCE PROGRAM DATE 7107194 PACE #:: .;:: ;: :



























SUBROUTI _E GRBET (DF'M, NPT, E'_CC, ICe, BETA )
C : " : :',:.::;::::::-.. ;:::::::::::::'::
C _1I_1t GIVI_ DESiV_I_, _ ATT_Z WKLL
DTMENSIO_ _ (MAX)
IF(MAX. LE.NPT) THEN -













CALL FZI( _, BF,DET, Z)
FF-Z(2)-_I













BETA= 0.5" (BF+ BR )
T_(ABS(_).LT.F_CCL) CO _ 4
5 CONTINUE
100 _"ORId,A'JL'(_E0,,_I_I_ ]_IICEEDED MAX. NO. OF ITS .... BETA, F ,3G13.6)
i i 'i _[Z; _'_'_'i_i_al;_;_) "iii:i : i :ii iii. : :::i i":i::i: iii:: ......
]_ql-BETA- 1.
BFH?,.- BLI'- 1.
BEM1 - BR - 1,
RET_R_
U.INE #
•. -.- :._,, SOURCEPROCRAM DATE 7/07/94 PAGE g
LINE # SOURCETEXT
I 863
















































inc l_de "sgrld. cc_"
DIMENSION NPAIR( 2 ,NPI ) ,LNUM(4 )
DIMENSION YWK (NPI), ZNK {NPI ) ,TNAC|NPI ), ZNAC {NPI )
DIMENSION TWNG(2*NPI ), ZWNG(2*NPI)
CO_M_N /ENG/ XENG (2,NPI) ,YENG ( 2,NPI ,NPI }, ZENG (2 ,NPI ,NP; }
c: _x_s_ _ zm_l : _._e o_ e.gi.e ..........
c _AC(*} ....... :i;;;i;; ;I:;:;:;:;_N_ _f iSkak/0,S _ nacelle::::::: :::i:::i:i;i_i_iiiii!i!:_:i_
C (I,* *) l_=erb%oe!_o, (2,,_*) 0ufer Uab_!!_ !!!_:
C ::. :: : : :i;;i:i;!. i;::_ ii i;ii _;i:K 'i_:: :: : :::i;i :; ::!: ;i i::i!i!ii!: ;!:_:.!i:iFi!iii:_ ii_i:i:i:::!;_i
.... :.:: :. x:: .
c MC = 40 ;: :;' ........ " ';;:>;;"';
NPNN = NPTS+HC
IF|L_UM(1).EQ.L_U_(3) .AND. LNUN(2).EQ.L_N(4)) T_EN
NPTS - NPTS + NC





C _i i:i:_; i
Z_( ZpENT __. O) .RZ_.(I_T)_ 71, U_k_(_ ) _U_UM( ii,+. 1 .................
C _i) _:;i) :;i:;;i;:; _i::_:::i::_;ii: i ::i _i :_ !iiii : :;i :!: ::: : _ ilLili_:_i :ili: i:!_ iliiiiiii! iii!!: iii:iii i i
C NOw _be b_g Job!':: :::.;;:; : i-il; _i: i::!:!_!_ !:_i_ ::;i:i:_iiiii_i:iS:i:ii;i!!;:_
DO sO0 _-_imiZj,U;i_('2)......................................................
C :: ::: 31:i:i:i ::::::::::::::::::::::::: :.!;)i: ;:;i;i;;!_ i:: : :i:_i:!:i; : i iil;::::;: ; : ;,:i • i; : .:- i': ;i _:i:_::!; ! i :i ::: :i _i !!_ii: ii;_i:ii i !:!
c-""" """"-:_-"_ _ __ iii!i:ii!_!i;illi-i:
DO 100 LN-I,NN&C
I F(ABS(XENG( JN, LN)-XO_T(L, i ) ). LE. 1. E-7 ) THEN










X2 " _E_G(JN,LN )
Y2 " YENG(JN,LN ,K)
Z2 -- 5ENG(JN,L_ ,K|
XX " XOUT{L,I)
CALL LININT(XI ,X2,YI,Y2 ,ZX,_Y)








RADNAC - SORT( (ZNAC(I)-Z_AC(N_AC/2))''2 +
$ (YNAC (I)-Y_&C (N_AC/2) }* *2 )






& ABS(ZOUT(L,KI)-_OUT(L,K2)).LE.I.E-7 ) THEN




12 0 CONTI HUE
.... :" : F:: ?:-
INTRAIL - "0 .....................
IF(KOUNT.EQ.0) GOTO 415
IF(ZOUT(L,NPAIR(I,I) ).GT.ZNAC(I }) INTRAIL-I
IF(ZOUT(L,NPAIR(1,1) ).GT._NAC(_NACP) } INTRAIL-2
wrlte(*,*)'INTRAIL - ' ,INTRAIL
c We are .Or i_ t-he wak* *egio_ or the k_a_li_ "ea_ • :..
GOTO 415
ELSE
C .e are i" the wakereg$oll o]: t.be t_ailln 9
WRITE(*,*)'Ne are in the wake region'
N TE_C_ _
130 CONTINUE
c Obtain ell polntS _mae_ ,'_he wake line ..... " ..................
DO 180 K-I,KOI_tT
IF( ZOUT(L,NPAIR( I, K) ), LT. Z_AC(NTEN_J ) THEN
KS = K
rl = abs( zout( L,NPAIR(I ,K ))-zout(L,NPAIR(1 ,K÷I )) )
r2 = abs(zout(L,NPAIR(I,K))-_AC(NTE_))
if(r2.1e.rl/8. ) KS-K+1
I F(YOUT (L, NPAIR (I, KS) ). LT. Y_AC (NTE_P) } THEN








IF(NS .NE.I ) THEN
CALL LININT(_NAC(NS- I ), _qqAC (NS ), ZN_C(NS-1 ), ZNAC(NS},
k YOUT (L,NPAIR( 1, KS )), ZZS)
YYS = YOUT (L, NPAIR (1, IS ) )
ELSE
CALL LININT(_OUT(L,NPAIR(I, KS) ) ,ZOUT(L,NPAIR(I ,K$}-I),
g YOUT (L,NPAIR( I, KS )) ,YOUT (L,NPAIR (1, KS)-I },




SOURCE PROCRAM DATE 7#n"J'/eLA PACE Ill
:,:: U |Til II:::_:: ,-v#i'_,-i
.................... : ..........,-....................._:_:_........sam rld.f "n.E . • 1 8
............................ _ _ : ::::::::::::::::::::::: g 4.18:56 pm
:¢_ :_: :::_:_:_:_:_._:_._<_:_:_:_:_:# -; !:_:_._-_i=_::iii_i_:!,_:_>::: r'_: :::;_:%'!':':_D; _.... 7_'q'_7;:_:'_:-:=_ _ :::_ _.,_ :7:7:iT,r_:_i_i:!:; ;ii_:_:!i_'_ :'_:_::÷_':':;:_:',----.":i':.",'_:_S:_':._'_i:_.._._:_









































I F (INTRAI L. EQ. 2 ) THEN
DO 200 K-I,KOUNT
IF( ZOUT( L, NPAIE( 1, K) } .LT. 5NAC (NTEMP) ) TEEN
KE " K-I
I F (YOUT (L ,NPAI R (1 ,KE ) } .LT. YNAC (NTENP) ) THEN








I F(NTEMP .NE. NNACP ) THEN
CALL LIN_NT(YNAC(NE-I) ,YNAC(NE) ,ZNAC(NE-I), ZNAC(_E),
YOUT (L, NPAIR (1, KE ) ), ZZE )
YYE - YOUT(L,NPAIR(I,KE) )
ELSE
CALL LININT(ZOUT(L,NPAIR(I,KE)) ,_OUT(L,NPAIE(I ,KE)+I},
& TOUT(L, NPAIR ( 1 ,KE) ) ,TOUT (L,k'PAI E (1 ,KE)+I ),





IF(ZOUT(L,K) .GT. ZNAC(NTENI=) ) THEN
KE " E
IF(YOUT(L, KE). LT. TNAC (NTEMP }) TEEN








CALL LININT( ZOUT(L, KE) ,_OUT(L,KE-1) ,TOUT(L,KE) ,YOUT(L, KE-I),
i Z_AC (ME} ,TTE)
ZZE- Z_qAC(_)
i¢:: : ;.::rorlthe Io_er _u_fa_: :
i C ; ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::_; :,_ "., : :::::::::::::
c : :::S:i_0_. ii.g_ooi, g_la: ........................:::: :














c c,e_.,_-_Hoelie g_*a ._ t_hewake !i_e _

































C : StorJ I:lii Wing_Ip grid :



















_.,.,..,_:_-_._.w_:,_._ -z._T_ _ _ _:_-..
i:i:i!i:ii!_?_>_i_ _<:_!.:_:__:___.:_iii_::ii7 _i_ SOURCE PROCRAM DATE 71nT/Qd PACE
:{!::::::::::::: _ ::::] : ::':_i .n!G:: :: :: :';::, "_:7:1 :::::_::_7_._±_F_. -- ......:_: :::,::: -_!!i_b.::::A:: _......................._ ..... ¢_.........................._ ....... -
_ ........... d _ ........ _=_ ............................. _ r= _ ...... sam rld.f TI._ "le 6 9
:::::_:,?_. _ i: ::i :_:::! ._:: :::::::::::::::::::::::: _ 4. .5 pin_::::ii_ _ _ii!_i _!_'_,!"!_-:!:!?i_,_:fi_::! _:i_'_,: _,_ii::_i:i:i__:._--_i:_:_.:,_:ii_b_ :_Ei:_; _:!ii_;f:_%:i_:_i¢¥D_i_ _:_ ::!_7_
LINE # SOURCETEXT
ERDZ F
iffl_"! c s_o_ _ w_groot grid _e,p izra_
iT_ Do lf,Np_Zl_l_;l_s) ,spT$ ....
iJ_6' YINT(K-NPAIR(2,KS]+Z) - YOUT(L,K)
....IT_7 ZZNT{E-_mAZS(2, _S I+ 1 ) = ZOUT( _, _ )
......fT6"ii° m,lm_o
]-Ji'ii" NADD - NNACP-NE + RS-I +2
....TI|I" "_i_l :) =
fTl}" zw[lz) - zz_
.....fTi"t" Do K-NE+I ,mi^cP
• [Iii," YW_(_-N_+I) - _AC([)
[[']_" ZNK(K-NE+I) - ZNAC(KI
....I1" if" E_DVO
......irT/" _ _-z,_s-z
.... •jr]ii" YNX(NNACP~NE+I+K) = YNAC(r)
....IT[§" ZWKINNACP-NE+Z+K ) - ZNAC(I)
i1_1" YIII(N_DD) = YY$
....fl- -
il "I_''21 ZlII(NIIDDI - ZZSCALL DZ STARC (yWK, Z_K, NADD, YMK, Z_K, NNACC,- i 0,0)
*TI'_'4" ! c _ick thii_i_beT!_j_tai__hi'W.iPg : ::: :: :: ! ;:::: ::. :!:
11II ' _ l;1,_ic_ ......................................
.....I]_"--""i z_(Nl+,I - zwx(_)
Ii mlEP " liii_s_lmxi_l_.l_S)+i ............................;:: ;)I:r Do[-:,n_,t2 i ZNNGINI+NN_C+ll - Zlllil)





....Iliil'c l:iXl ou_ t_lte, pOlntTS _i! be_'i_plioe_ lq'_ a!_e;Lii!:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
.....Ilii2' N_I_ = i
....Iliit 430 CONTINUE
....Ili;il Do 14o ;-z.,p_
"' IFI ZOUT(L, i). GT. ZNAC(NTEMP))
.....1146 Ks - x-i
....I'fil rl - abs(zout(L,iSI-zout(;,iS-1I )
.....JJ'l8 El - abs(zout(L,iS)-ZNAClNTlilP) )










' ! f6/" 41 o





i ii;7 Ii 168




















































IF ( _S IYO_T (L, KS )-YNI_C (Nq_4_)).LE, ItkDNkC/_00. }
NTEMP - NTEMP + 1
GOTO 430
ENDIF
CALL LININT( ZOUT( L,K$}, lOUT(L, KS+I I,YOUT(L, KS),







_t_ . _Xcp " : :::::::: ..................=======================..............::::::":::::::............::::::............
CONTINUE
DO 460 K/KS+I,NP_
IF( ZOUT( L, l) .GT. ZNAC(NTEMP )) THEN
KE" K
IF(ABS(YOUT(L,IE)-YNAC(NTEMP) }.LE./ADNAC/100. ) THEN
NTEMP = NTEMP - 1
GOTO 450
ENDIF
CALL LININ_(_OUTIL,KE-_) ,2_UTIL,KE},YOUT(L,KE-11 ,
i YOUT( L, KE ), ZNAC (NTEMP) ,Y_E)






S_r. :_,_ ,?_ :::::;:::::7::: 7: 7::::::,:.!7!:ii:::::::::::::::::::::::
DO 500 Ill,KS
YWNG(K) 1 YOUT(L,K I
ZInG(K) " ZOOT(L,K)
CONTINUE
see_e ,_ell. _rid e_r _ _at_i:lt_: *_._t : : :::7:::::::;::: :_:::::::
N2 = NFRIE-NFRIS*I +2
_INT(1 ) = _S








CALL DISTARC (YINT, ZINT, N2, Y_K, ZWK,NNACC, -I0, 0 ]
Do X=l, _.cc
ZRNG(KS+_} = Z_K(K]
YWNG (KS4K } I YNK(K)
ENDDO
DO 540 K=KE,NP_
YWNG( KS+_NACCiK-KE+I ) " YOUT( L, K )
ZWNG (K$@NNACC+K-KE+I) = ZOUT( L, E}
CONTINUE
DO 590 KfNPH,NPTS
IF (ZOUT( L, K). LE. ZNAC(NFR_E I} THEN
NNI = l-1
CALL LININT( _OUT( L, NNI+I }, ZOUT( L,l_ll ), YOUT( L, l_I1+ 1 ),
& ¥OUT (L,NNI ), ZNAC (NFRI E), YY1)















TF(ZOUT(L,K) .LE.ZNAC(NFRIS) } THEN
NN2- K
CALL LININT( ZOUT( L,NN2 }, ZOUT( L,NN2-1 ),YOUT( L,NN2 ),










N2 = NN2-NNI÷ 1




















WRITE (IPRNT) (XOUT( L, 1), K-l, NP_lq),









IF(L_EM(1),EQ.LNDM(3] .AND. L_'UM(2).EO.LNOM(4)) TB]_




i _i_!i!_'_:_::"'_::_:_::_!i_i_i!_:_:_-_'i_=_;_ii_ SOURCE PROGRAM DATE 71117104 PAGE #
........U .... t i_, _ _':'-_?_:'_'__:_:_':+__+_:;'_......
samgrld.f 4:18:56 pm 21
i!_t!_ _I_:i_i:_i:_j: ................................., _ _ _ ._..................+ ,,.o_ ....................................:- ,.................................._,_ +_
























































































C _iig 17!_ ::::7:77:: :::::::::::::::::::::::{ 7 !::7:: 7 :
e0NG'_" /ENCl X_Gi i ii_'i), YENGil ,l,i'PZ )NPi), Z_NC( l ,XPi ,NPI )
U ,_C( 2 ) ,MNACP(2)
CO_4_ /NACG/ XNAC(NPI } ,YNAC(NPI ,NPI ), ZNAC(NPT ,NPI )
coeee_ /_DZH/ NH_C, H_ACP, _ ( 4 )
c _ac{* ) ::::::::::::::::::::::i ::: :::_t,i_,_e_', .'_lt..i_._ 1.-.,aa_;elxe :
C :: :f4_P_"*i _,m_b_z Of F,o:[u_,_:l. eicb Bta_:t:O_ ::
¢ i_:+;i): in_ _e;;(i__i _+_:_i_i_e :: : : :_::_::_:: ::
C ::::::::::::::::::::: :: :: : :::::;::;:::::::-:












:c:::::::::: _]_::_:_:_,::::!:_: :iii_!:.:!:_i!:!i_:ii_:i_i::::!:.:iii_!:.:i :.i!!-if:;; :_i:i.













C:::::;:;;:__ : !:!:! :il:;_:_: i:i:_!i:i:i:: :::_!!_f i :i::::::_::::-!i::-::.:::::17:::::i,:
C : :::;::: :::;-: ::::7:i:::7::71;
_: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
C : : ;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::L
¢::::::7:_ _ :i 1:::::7l:ii_i ilii_i_ie
c:::::::: _ :;:::::_::-;: _:7!17 :77:777:::7:7:::: ::_:_:::::_: ; :::::_::::_::
c _ lii*_::l_7: :o_::_ ::_i:e 7_:: ::7:7::::77:!:7::7777::_: ::7 7:7
NRITE( * ,* )'zone I'
3)1 - I
CALL NEIrING(LNUM,XINI ,XOUTI)
CALL MOUNT(3N, LNUM, 2_ )
u_M(3) - Lirr._l(l)
u_(4) - u_-N(2)
WRITE( *, *) 'zone 2'
JN - 1
CALL NE_NG (LNUM, XOUTI, XIN 2 )
£Nt_(1) - LNm4(1) + 1
CALL MOULT ( JN, LH_N, O)
_(3) - _'m4(_)
u+tm(4) = LNU_(2)
C ; i::iiiiii::_ :i:;:: :
lqti'_( * " ) i :I:Ooe' 2 .....
CALL NEI_NG (LNUH, XOUT1, XIN 2 )
LH_M(1) - I_.TM(1) + 1
3H- 2
CALL MOUNT ( 3N, LNUM, 2 2 )
LH_t<(3) = T_U74(13
i,i,rl_l(4) = uli_4(_)
imz_( *,* 1, z0ue 3' ....
JN- 2
CALL NEMING (LNUM, XTN/, lOUT2 )
LNUM(1) - LNUM(1) 4. I
CALL MOUNT (JN, LNUM, 23 )






DATE 7107194 I PACE ill














• include "agrld. coi"










X21_TRT lliiil llfl_IO : : ::: :::::: :: :
I 4_l IF(NN.E0.1) XX-XNSTRT
i _i'. IF(NN.E0.2) XX'XNEND
-'-_If_ Do so ,.N-z,Ns,c
1_9_ Z _(ABS (XWNG (LR, i )'XX ) :LE. l. E-7 ) T_ .....................
! __99 DO I-I,NPTS
laOO XI_gG(_,K} - IX
.... ENDDO
,io/ _(NN) - LW
14oi _ 55
..... c ........... c_!_'e_a _t_o_ _h_j . :..:::x
!_96 Xr (xlmc(,.,. x) ;CT.xz) TSm_..........
.._._j.,. X(L.) - XX
!_[)_ IIiUM(NN) ,, LN
I _')C) DO K-I, NPTS
..... Xl " XWNG(LN-I,E)
141"_ Y1 " YmiG(L.-1,Z)
:!7#J!: zz " ZWNC ( LN- ]., Ir )
'_!_ xl - XRN_ILN El
_'_ Y2 - YNNGILW ,l)
,li_ Z2 - ZWNG(LN ,K)
"F4T_ CALL L_NZNT( Xl, X2, YI, Y2, _IX, YY )
Tilt COL UNZNT(xz, x_, z_,z_,n, zz)
Tili Y(LW, K) - YT
IiTI ZIL,,X) - zz
.... c _ _.__,:.i. ,,,,_,i_kes_,_!_op et.._=_*, the _ :p_,
112t DO 20 K2-(N_TS+I)/2+I,NPTS
..__4._._ IF(_S(T(LN,KI)-T(LN,K2)) .LT.I.E-6 .AND.
,._ & ABS(Z (LN, KI)-Z (_, K2 )). LT. I .E-_ ) THEN
!4____ Y(LW,K1) - Y(LN,K2)
Z(LW,EI) - Z(LN,E2}
!4Z_ COTO 24
! 4_/9 I_DI F
14_) 20 CONTINU•
'_' 24 CONTINUE
1414 DO 35 LILN_NIEC
1&16 YIL+I,K) " YI_GIL,I)
llll Z(L+I,K) - ZNNG(L,K)
14_a 30 CONTINUE
l%_§ 3s CONTINUZ
T_i Ns•c-NSZC+ iTiil DO is _=_.,NSZC
i442 DO 40 E'I,NPTS
1441 XNNG(L,K) - ][(L)






Ia',o 50 CONTI l_J•
IW I 55 CONTINU•T_Gi
II%'I DO 910 L'I,NSEC
.i_4._._ DO 910 K-I,NPT$
,p_ XOVT(L,•) - x_G (n, E)
_h YOUT(L,K) - YIq_G(L,K)




_= ........ ..........= ..................................e _ samg _df
LINE # SOURCE TEXT
DATE 7107194 PAGE ill
TIME 4:1&56 pm 23
1464! DIMENSION D[ (NPI 1 ,D2(NP%) ,S(NPI )i'4_fi"_
J_iti_ KTIP = ( KDIM+I)/2
....f_i_?
J"4"_O C :. :. :.: : :.x::x : <.x.: :::::::::::::::::::::::::. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::F :::
....)_.Yl c " ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
|4?_1 x(_) - X_N(1)
I 12 CONTINUE
i |L_ii.._Za,cC :: ::::r :::: :::;: : : - ::::::::::::: ::"
i DO Soo M-,'),_................................ -
....i__ xz,oc^L - xz_(M)
3_Lt({__ Do :):_r-):,_r_ ............................................
ZZt',rT(K) = _I_(M,[)
I 33 CONTINUEIili::C i ::i ii!!_iii_ii _i_ili
....I-4 'll/ Yeer.YouT( i ;N_,s) .....................................................................
....14 _4i C : :{ :.?:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
....i_6 DO 4_ z-i;_r_ .......................................................
....|-_i;i'? IF(TINT(K) ._E.YIIEP) TII_I
.....I'T4.i'_." _=K
....i;( ...... m,mc'°'t°_L,_4
....] .......... 43 CONTINUE
::T]_i::. coNziN_z
._._


























































IF(XBASE(I ,IFLAT,NC-M÷I) .GE.ILOCAL .OR.
A_S (IBASE (I, I FLAT, NC-M+I )-XI_3_AL). LE. 1 .E-7) TI]_I
XI " X]_qSE(I-I,lrLAT,NC-M+I)
X2 " _A_E(I ,_FLAT,NC-M+I)
Y1 " YBASE(I-I,IFLAT,NC-M+I)
y_ - _IlA_E(I ,XFLAT,NC-M+I|
Z1 - ZBASE(I-I,IrLAT,NC-M+I)
Z2 - Z_ASE(I ,IFLAT,NC-M+I)
CALL LZKINT(XI ,X2,YI ,Y2,XLOCBL,_T]









C ' :::: "
ELSE
C : ::: : :::2:::::::::::::: :::::::;:2:::: :::::: :: :::: ::- ....... :::: •
C




C !::: : ' _:::::: '::::" :::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: : "
IF(XIX)CAL.GT.ELEII)_CHORD(1) ) T_EN
CALL _IN_AKE (XLOCAL, ET,NU_, I FLAT )
GOTO 2OO
ENDIF
KT = 0 ....
DO 160 I " I,N_L
IT = KT +
C Crelte s _[_EI£ _be too% " .:: :
Xl = XB_SE(I-I,IFLAT,I)
X2 = XBASEII ,IFLAT,I)
YI - yDASE(I-I,IFLAT,1)
Y2 " YBASE(I,IFLAT,I)
ZI - ZBASE(I-L, IFLAT, I )
Z2 = ZEA_E(I ,IFLAT,1)
CALL LININT(XI ,X2 ,YI ,Y2, XLOCAL,YY)





DO 150 N " 2,NC
XL - XLO_AL-XBASE(I,IFLAT,M-1)






Y2 = y_SE(I, IFLAT,M)
CALL LININT( X1, X_,YI ,Y2, XLOCAL,YT )
CALL LININT(XI, X_, ZI, Z2, XLOCAL, ZE )
YINT(KT) = YY
ZINT(KT) - ZZ
ELSEIF (ABS(XL*XR) .L_:. I.E-7) THEN
IF(ABS(XL}.LE.I.E 7) THEN
....._!ii_i ::: _::_i_i_i_i_i sourcePROG_M
LINE # SOURCETEXT
DATE 7/07/94 PACE
TIME 4:i8:56 pm 2S
1663 YINT(KT) - YBASE(Z,IFLAT,M-1..)
l_'4 .... ZINT ( KT } - _BASE ( _, I FLAT, M-1 )
i__i_7'.... _.ZNT(KT) = ZBZ_Sr.(Z ,Z_X.AT,N)
i'_'__'" _nz r
i _?_ ' _z r
i '67i"i 15o CONTINUE
i __"_"_z6o cowrz.vz
id74] c : ...........f67.$' 200 CO_TZZ_UZ
.....I6_,_Y Do 220 _-z,_
....J_S] S(KK) - YINT(KK)
....1682 220 co_Tz_
.....1_3 DO 230 KK-1,KT
.....1685
l DO 240 [K-1,ET|68?
....1_8 _4o c_z_roz
.....|68g DO 25o I[_-X,_T
....1690 ZZ_T(ZX) - S(K_-KK+Z}
16_1 _,s0 cct_'rz_
' i'_:_ " _ : : i : i i ! _: : _._.. : ! i !: i! i : : :i i:. : ::::i i::i i i.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i:ii:::i:i:_!:_:i:i:_:!:_:i::i:!:_:i: :!: : :!: :!::!
' I__
....l"6_J_' C ieiial_j, _d :d_ _uck (Zdi_4_) ,: :::::::':"':::: :::!i:!:!:!:::ii!i!!i!i!i_!::::i!i!i _!::ii::!i
I"_)i!i z'z'-z ..................
....'J"_'_' CALL DISTARC (ZTNT, YINT, KT, ZDIST _YNEW_ KT_P, FA_, _T)
"17_' ....zF_L:._.:_SZC;¢^LL CSP.L.ZN_(ZZ"T<YZ_,._.ZOZST_._"., :_Z_)...................i _,oi.... ...................................................................................................................................................................
....r_oz ¢ _E_,_, ............ :: : ......... :: ...........:: :::: ............._:::::.....................' " ...........................
samgrid.f
LINE
....i70_; _ SUBBOUTII, IE SUBTRACGRID (NPL1, X,Y, Z, NPI, NSEC, KDZM)
1706 ¢ : i! _::_: ::_: : :
....170_ C _i_' This SubzoUtine allows ,as tO a_tta0t/_i_id _e _FLi
..... stzeamwiSe SaC_£0: and t_he m 4_aS_o_ _4 N_EC aga_._-: :
1710 ...... D_$!_ X C]:P! ), ¥ (NPl _t_P_) i Z(NPi ;b'P! )
....171_ NSEC - N_I_C-1 ...........
1714 DO 30 L- NPLI,NSEC
....i7C5 XfL) - X(L+I)
....1716 DO 20 K=I,KDIM
17t'2" ¥(L,t) = Y(L+I,K)
i718' Z(L,X) - Z(L+I,K)
....17"19 20 CONTINUE

















































































































SUBROUTINE TAIL ( FAC 1, FAC 2 )
iDcl_de l'sgrld, corn"
DIMENSION S(NPI )
COMMON /REF/ ZROOT, KTIP, ARCORR
KTIP = (KDIN+I)/2
LE = L-1 .......
c Th, _:l!! _f £h4k "
C : ; : :_:x: :: : !!: !!:!:!:::13::?!:i:_:i:i!:iii:_!!!i:(x :k_:i ; :::: x=:_:b:::. :::!: :: ::: x::!x!::::::i:i!;i!i i
pTi I (TOUT(NsEc,Ij+YOUT(NSEC,NPTs) /2.
PT2- (YIN(NF,NFP)+YIN(NF,1) 7/2.
XI - E(LE)






%LOCAL - XIN(M) ........... ,
C oPtIOnS: i_i_f:i:!__:i:;i:i:::h:::: :; :ii!fi_!:!
¢ :-:::: :: _m_ :_ :(Y_ {_rr ;M_ 1:+'_I_ (N:r, _) 31_':;::...........
_ ' [_ZN_ ( Xl _ X_ 1 P_ _PT_ ; "tLO_AL, I,_KKEPT)............................
c--.._;-_.,.:+_-_ _:_ __ _-_:':i_ _ i:i::i:.!:i) :!{:::::_i_
C !: :ii:i_E_E::i_i_i)_:_iiii:ii:! ):i!_;[_ii_E_ii!!!i[i!!i_:!!!:! :!!! i: !i:ii ! !:::_:)!: : i!!!_!i_!_if_f!:_i!:i)i!ii ! _ i;ii:i!::_:_?:
C !_ _Si! _: _ p_ou, ,_t.at.A_ _ : ::::i:: ::_:i: _ LI i__!:_iff_!_ :: fi!!_i_i:ii_::_iii_i!i!
...... _Ay_O./d_S (yT_(N,.lj :YIN i N; N_ ) )/&BS-(yIN (M:I, 13 =.yiN (M-:l, N_ 1)
KF" (KDIN-NPTS )/2+1
_r- (_OZM-MEYS)/_
: ....... _r._ri'*,_le.x,l.zO*_A_(xr))::::.., :: ::i:: ::::::








IF(YIN ( N, K) .GT.W/_L_PT) TBMM
E'Ill. E













YINT(K )-YIN (M, E)
ZINT(K) "ZIN(M, K)
230 CONTINUE
CALL D_ST/_RC (YINT, ZINT, KTI ,YNEW, ZDI ST, KF, FACE, I )
DO 240 K-I,KF
Y( L, K)-TNEW(K)
Z (L, E)-ZDIST(E )
240 CONTINUE
C .;: ;-: : : :: ;:':iF[ ! !! : ! : : : ii_iEii_
C ::::: : !.i ; ': :!!::: !:":!::::; _:;;i:!;f!;i!H i i ::_ :.i !:!:!ili:i!ii_!i:ii!_i!_i!_!iFFii:!!ii.!_ii_!
C .... rl.adi_T] "..he pO:t_t *t O_d g,'id whi:re YZNiM,r't:_I-R_'_'_ .... ::__!
c _ote_ i'_.._¢_"e'_L_+Z :: .. ::.: :.: ::: :::_:_h!_)i!!ii;
_T2-NFP-KT_+I
DO 250 K-I,KT2
TINT (K)-YIN( M, KTI+K-I }
ZINT ( K }-ZIN (M, KTI+K-I )
250 CONTINUE
CALL DI STARC (YINT, ZINT, AT2, YNEW, ZDI ST, K F, rAC I, 0 }
DO 260 K-I,KF
Y ( L, KDIM-EF+E )-YNEW (E )
Z(L, EDIN-EF+K)-?,DIST (K)
260 CONTINUE
C KN_No: o[ pts _n the :£)ff"-i_uselage _lde : :::::1•.
IOgN=( l_g+l )/2
RSP_/- AB$(Z(LE,KTIp)IZ(L,EF) }
IF( FAC2. LT. o. }FAC2-1. E+i5
DELT= FAC2 _ (RSpAN )/FLOAT (KNB }
CALL DISTRI(DELT KNB+I,S 0}
CALL LIN]NT(Xl X2 YOUT(NSEC,NPT$/2) PT2 XLOCAL,YOB
DO 270 EII,_H
Z( L, EF_K}_Z( L, KF )+S ( K+_ )*RSPAN




Z ( L, KDIM-KF-K+ 1)'Z (L, KF+K)
Y( L, KDI M- ZF-K+ 1 )'Y(L, KF_K)
CONTINUE







I F(X(L) .GE. XSTART .AND X(L) +LE.XOFF)
& CALL FILET(YINT, ZTNT,KDIM,MBI,MB2,MTI,MT2,RFTLT}
DATE 7107194 PAGE #
TIME 4:18:56 pm 28
III]]_ZgII _0
SOURCE PROGIbltM DATE 7/07/94 PAGE #
+ _.uK_KAr_.r_uu.+ m__i+__ + iiii_iiN_!i_samgrid.f TI.E 4"18"56..pm 29






























































































C Thi_ subroutine read the fuelage gl_i_ lln(l _"e"_tl w_th'_h_
C WIn 9 9rid. " ":: " " :': :-" "'. ::
C . - ...... ': L ::x ' : ' ============================
DIMENSTON D1 (NPI)) D_ ( NPI j, S(NPT ) ...................
COMMON /REF/ _ROOT#KTIPKARC0/E ...............
C . .... . • ' ":': .: .':: :' ": :" ' '"":" '" . '"::""'":":':""':: ::"L":": ::;-. :":<1,':.'::
c . xz.,Yi,,_:il - :_:i.:_i_ ....... " 7:::7:7:: :_7:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
iT_T,Z_T_I,_I,D2- _ v_t_ . --: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::=============================================
_X_- i O_ _oi_:s _ .l_e ,,,hoZe body _ t_ _-*_U._ _t_
C IrdBoT- _-S t. the e0_e b6t_Oipazt (ctxotmtg_viat d_Lio_ "
C " _F_OP_ _S i_ _h_ nose top part (Circul/_eT_i!_! dt_ict_ou/ ....
c lli.li_ - _i_t_¢e _. _iZl.g wake io b_ ze_ ..........::::i:::i.:::.:!:i
C .BL.. " _x_T i_-lt_ : : ...: ========================:::::K:ii":{= :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
c _£ = li_ points alo_j _hi7 f.rit_iU_iike .::::::. •=•=;========,============:===
c
NAMELIST /BODY/ KDIN, FNBOT,FNTOP,FAC2,
i B LW&KE, NWAKE, CUSTERON, SCALE
& /FTL/ RFIL,ARCORR,MBI,MB2,MTI,MT2,XST&RT,iOFF







CALL _3sEXN" " "" " """' "' '"""" ' ""
c;.;-:--:....... --:_,.'__4-r_:-:_:_._ _-:-'_-___._: _'_@_:::::
C ia_e _iiT ilgii:iTi _Id . .: : ::: :_::::::::::=====================================
C 1t CO_v_ it liit_ _¢_d_i_tio_ : :-:;': 7:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
C " ' 2) add shlpe fu_.Ao_ ...................::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
C " I I I : . : I : . : : :. " :: : : . : : : I : I " : : I I : :: " : ===================== :::::::::::::::::::::::: ,:
• UL = xT_(_P) ..................................
%CUS - XCUS*BL
KTIP- (EDIM+I)/2 ......................
C :::_r : _77'":": ::.: ==========================================================: :
c ..E_i_,,=_er_"_!_i_ *_a_ia.;.:_;_"_ :*_!_ ::.:::::-- ::-:
C ol ti_ lui_Zag_;' _i "_.i,!i._IO. _z_;o! li_.id_l _ !_}a_ "
C I_u;N the _tatlo_$ Of the wing. -:i:_!!i:!:i!_::i:_:: _.:::":.i:::_:i:i:i.h::
C " _ ii' the "li_ll_ibn kbe :_e e_da . :_::::K ===============================:::i_i.i
c Hi ii _e::._:_, :_ _i_ ,_ixi, :: :"::=================================================
MI=0
M2"O
DO 10 N = I,NF
IF(ABS(XINiM)-XOUT(1,1)) .LE.1.E-7) N1 - M














C .... . .. : :....: :.. " . -.:. ':.. :::: ":':'::.:_": ::!:_..!.!:'.!:::.....:
ccccc__@__O_cc_Ccc_c___ : : ,
C Tie divl_l i_lle oo_ftgu_'a_[oa i_t_o fo_" pi_tl _ ::: :: :::::::::.::::.... :
c _ ,_ _i _i=_-_x_, _ _iI, s_ _:_w_ _
C fo= ._S_b p_t w_ _i£_:bute p_in_s foi _ ]Lm_¢ _ _ pa_.
ccccc_cc_c¢CCmc_c_¢c_COC_cCcc_r¢CCmcccccccmo_C_c_c_(C :...:
C F_om Ehe nOSe _o the leading e_ge .... .. ' : .. :
CALL NOSE (FNBOT, EN_OP)
C ............ : :.... "
< ." " , >.:
c ... .-... .. '--:r" i ':.';:;.,:.ii.i.i-i•,i:!:_': :/_"
C " Fc_ the laad'lug e_ £0 ._1_ t_a£1tng edge" (tl_ W_ole V[_i .......
CALL _ING _ODY .......
C " . • .. : ": '"= " : "
• *********************************************************** +" . ,
c . . / : ....:"i '..::
c rl'ma the trailtOg e_ge to _e.eed ot =tai_ ' :.. --:-" : i:"•:::: " :
CALL TAIL{-1 ,, FAC2 )
C " ............
C Eedi_tribute each stresmwise station, so _s_ !J!e'9_l_i -
c is CuSter heir _he v_ rip. . '...
TP(C_S_m_O_._T.0.) CALL CUS_Z_ i i "
C • " • .... • $.. i : . .
C Redistribute the st_ea_$e _tatio_s, so t_St ........... i: - •
C it is equalXy spaced, . ,
C T F ( CUSTERON .GT. 0. ) CALL EQSPACE
C Add the extended wake
C L2 = L-1
XLAST = X(L2} ÷ BL'BLWAgE
TOTLEN = XLAST - X(L2)
SOURCE PROGRAM I)ATE 7/07/94 PAGE #
samgrid.f
LINE lie SOURCE TEXT
TIME 4:18:56 pm 3O
/fi i!ii:Ei_:_ii_:_!_:!:_:_i: i_ _I:!_E!_!_:_?_:_:_!!:_ _Z!_ii_ DATE PACE II
;_! _i SOURCE PROGRAM 7107/94
/















































include "sgr [d. ¢oli"
DIMENSION Ol (NPI) ,D2 (NPI }
COf_ON /REF/ ZROOT,KTIP,ARCORR
C :i_:i !! ::: f!i:: x i: i i_/ii-x :: i_i_i_ii!_ii!i
C :: :::: :::::::::::::: : i:::::i:i!:!:i_i:ii_i!iiii_i ::: !_::: ::iii!!.!_if!i_!_!f_!!!!i
C :





L_ l L-N1 + 1
XLOCAL - XOUT(LW 1)
C: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
c::::: :::::::: :?::io_ po_: i" rai=e-a_ <_z_o_ : ::::.:: .: ::::::::::::: :: : : :i::: :
[X_ 10 MIMI,NF
ZF(XIN(M) .GE.ZIXX2_ .OR.













CALL LINXNT ( %1, X_, YI, T2, ]]_OCAL, _)





C ........ :. _::_h_ "_,_::_, _. _bD ( .'e'er' "} _ la_e.::R'_e _iii_]:/:i::::.::f
:C _he w_ is not i08_ o_ _d,e (;be f.Nl,_ :: : ...........
Z_ l ZINT((NFP+I)/2)
DO KZI I I,NFP
XF(ZXNT (KZI) .GT. ZROOT ) _R(X_T- ZINT( KZI )
ENDDO
DZ = ZOUT(LN,1)-ZROOT
IF(ABS(DZ) .GT.ABS(DZMAX) ) D_fAX=DZ
IF(ABS{DZ) .LT.ABS(D2J(IN) ) D_(][N=DZ
200 CONTINUE
IF(DT_.GT.0. ) DZ=DZMIN
IF(DZM_ . LT. 0. ) DZIDZ_
DO 400 K=I.,NPTS
DO 400 L-1,NSEC








TIME 4:18:56 pm 32
LINE # SOURCE TEXT
2132 I ** '_'** ***:,* '__ *****. _ _ _**** * *,****** ******* .,*****_**_* >,**_ _._,_***_ _*-*_ t
_P'i "_'_'_ _ ..... _ _ ROUT_ _ E " W_L_ _'4 _Dy .......................................................................................
!::!:!_::] inc:ude"sg_id._o,-
ZI 3S I DIH£NSIOH DI(NPI) ,D2(NPI)
_7"__" ] COH_ON /REF/ _ROOT, KTIP, ARCORR
_i!?
!3: _::J ¢ The wing;lx_y .eotioo, Itself has NS_ sect£o.l ............... ::::::: :::i::::
F|_21 ts . m+i .....................
_i_4 Do _00 L-_,_










c Of i_Id_ i_ _ap_ousd dire_fO.: : ::
DO 10 N-M1,N_
IF(XIN(H) .GE.ILOCAL .OR.











ZI'ZIN( F_-I, K )
Z2-ZIN(MW, _)
CALL LININT(XI, X2 ,¥1 ,Y2, XLOCAL,_)



























how _a_J_ point am in _w_ _u_el_g_ ===========:==i=:===== ::::::::::::: : ::i:i: :::
C _1 ll%h_ ta_era pt :/. the tu#41age _ :_a_ ._ bo_ i= old _"t4
K_ _ha !_r_ pt :_/. the f,u_elage _ _ag a_ .I;_, i_ _Id g_
¢ M_DII!_ tke _z poi_ ,/: the _"e_ & WI_ at bot_ i_ _::_i_
¢ .... _ a_e I_ po_mt_ _z_ml _o _i
KT- (N_+l)/2
MID- ( KDIM-NPTS+2 )/2
MID- (KDIM-NPTS )/2
o0_0 _=_,i,-_ ....................












IF(k_S (YO_T(LW, I)-¥OOT(LN,NPTS) ). LE. 1: E:7) T_EN
Kl - KI _ |IADD
• 2 = Kl
YINT ( K2 ) =YINT ( KI )
















C . :... . : :::: : :















CALL DISTARC( DI, D2, KN, _NEW, ZDI ST, MID,- I0., O)
DO 120 K'I,MID





C For arrow-wlng type, lake sure wake points ok
IF(ABS (YOOT( LW, ] )-YOUT( LN, NPTS )}. LE. 1. E-7) THEN
Y(L,HI_+_PTS+I ) = TOUT(L_, | )
Y(L_ID) = Y(L,MID+NPTS+I)
:: : :_. , :c,:x::_::,:: _-_z_.:::_::._:_:::._::_:.::::::,._;:_..::,_:::SOURCE PROCILAM DATE PAGE IJ: : :::! t _s_"$::!_: 7107194
::_::::::_:;_I:__,-:p_N:_:_:_:,_ samgrld.f T,.E 4"18"56.m 33



















I Z(L,MID} " Z(L,MID÷NPTS+I)
ENDI F
JC'_'x'i_/:i'i_Ji:i_7_'ixi_J__!i_i:ix/i_i:Ji!ii!i:!:ii_!iii!k_!iiii_illii _ ii'i _ i ii!i_!ii_Ji i_ !:!:i!ii!iiii:ili::{:_:!::_i:i_ii_: i : i-_ii :"" i_-_: _i l-i:i!ii_ii_i:_!i!_!iii!iiii:!i"
DO 125 K_,,I;KI)_M .....................
YINT(KK) -Y (L, KK)














DATE 7/O7/94 PAGE •
TIME 4:18:56 pm 34
LINE # SOURCE TEXT
SUBkOUTZNE.Z_.A_E (XLOCAL,[T,NUL,ZF_T) ....................
i_clude "sgrid. com"
C Thl_ subrouti_ creates %_e _at4 when the atation ia _n the Pi_m:
C Where _ome pole,s are _oe %be WiDg, _ are the Naked = ::::-::::i:i=:ili::
KT- O.
IF(ARRWING. GT. 0. ) TEEN





XII=XLE( J1 ) +CHORD(J1 )
ZI-_BASE (NUL, I FLAT, J1 )
XI 2-XLE ( 32) +CEORD(32 )
Z2-ZBASE (NUL, IFLAT, J 2 )




IF(XLCCAL.LT.XBASE(1 IFLAT,_UN}) TH]__.. .
NLEDG = MRUN-1
X1 " XBASE(1,1FLAT,MR_N-1)
X2 - XBA.qE(1,IFLAT,_qUN )
Y1 " YBASE(I,IFLAT,MRUN-I)
Y2 = YBASE(I,IFLAT,MRUN )
ZI " ZBASE(I,IFLAT,MRUN-1)
Z2 = ZBASE(I,IFLAT,MRUN )
CALL LININT( XI, X2 _Yl, Y2, XLOCAL, YY)
CALL LININT (XI, X2, Zi, Z2, XLOCAL, ZZ )
YINT(1) " TY









X] - XBASE(I ,IFLAT,M)
Y1 - _BASE(I-L,IFLAT,M)
Y2 " IrBASE(I ,IFLAT,M)
Z1 " ZBASE(I-I,IFLAT,M)
Z2 " ZBASE(I ,IFLAT,M)
CALL LININT( XI, X2, YI,Y2, XLOCAL,YY)
CALL LININT(_I ,X2, ZI, Z2, ZLO_AL, ZZ )











c _: _....._ato_;_,_,'_o* '_e'_._: ':'.'...........:i, ............................._
ZROOT - ZBASE(NUL,IFLAT,I}
yI-YBASE(NUL, I FLAT, 31 )
Y2=YBASE(NUL, I FLAT, J 2 }
ZI=ZBASE(NUL, I FLAT, 31 )
Z2-ZBASE(NUL, I FLAT, 32 )
CALL LININT(III ,XI2,YI,Y2 ,ILOCAL,YY)
CALL LININT (XI 1 ,XI2 ,Z1, Z2, XL_AL, ZZ )
DZ = (ZFLAT-ZROOT)/9.
DO 70 M-I,10
IF (NLEDG. EQ.NC) THEN
= NLEDO-J2+I_M
ELSE
MM = NLEDG-J2+I+M +1
ENDIF
ZINT(F_4) - ZROOT + FLOAT(10-M)*DZ










c . :i:i : ::_ i i_ :_ ii
ELSE




_F(XLOCAL.LT.XLE(J)_CBORD(J) ) GOTO 105
XI I_XLE (J1) +CHORD( J1 )
Z1- _B_SE (NUL, IFLAT, _i )
Xl 2"XLE (J2) +CIJORD( J2 )
Z2- ZBASE (NUL, I FLAT, 32 }
ZTIP= ZI+ ((XL0_AL-XI I )/( XI 2-XII ) )* (_2-ZI )
ZFLAT-ZTIP
chetmg~srgP c _TTP_ZBAEE(_UL, IFLAT,NC) _ i
ZTIP= ZBASE (NUL, IFLAT, NC ) '
cheusg : : " •
C .... ..........
C Add 10 p_i_ES for the wake. _:: : " ::: 1: ............ "
yI =YBASE (NUL, IFLAT, 31)
72 =YBASE (NUL, IFLAT, J2)
ZI = ZBASE (NUL, IFLAT, Jl )
Z2- ZBASE (NUL, IFLAT, 32 ]
CALL LININT (%I 1 _XI 2, Y1, Y2, XLOCAL, YY)
CALL LININT(XII, XI2, ZI, Z2, XLO_AL, ZZ )
DZ- (ZTIP-ZFLAT)/9.
DO 80 M=I,IO
_INTIM) = ZTIP - FLOAT(M-I )*DZ
CALL LININT( ZTIP, ZZ,YOUT( L I ,NPTS/2+I ),YY, ZINT(M) ,YYY)
::_:_i:i!::i_i_!_:!_!_'_ii:!_',.i SOURCE PROC_M DATE 7/07/94 PACE #
• :_:i:: ::: :_:i:i::_: :_:_,_'!:!:_:_i._:7_-_i:_'_;:_:_;!._:_!'_:_:_ _ .
_:_:_
r
















IF(XLOCA_.LE.XBASE(I ,IFLAT,M) ) THEN
X1 - XBASE(I-I,I_LAT,M}
X2 = XBASE(I ,I_LAT,M)
YI - YB&SE(I-I,IFLAT,M)
Y1 " YSASE(I ,IFLAT,M}
Z1 - ZBASE(I-I,IFLAT,M}
Z2 - ZBASE(I ,IFLAT,M)
CALL LININT(_I ,X2,YI ,Y2,XLOCAL,YY)
CALL LININT(_I, X1, ZI, Z1, XI_CBL, ZZ)
YINT(JI-N+I +10) - YY





































include "sgrid.co_" . .......
_ : _be e_ _oi_:_ o:_ UFF*: *_•!_ _¢n_ m_e i_ Pi'_Si_al p_s


















C :.: :":: :. : '::::::':'::::.:_,'..':"','::.. ' ': '""" : " :" - "-: " :
9oo i_0i_4A_ ( lZ )
9'10 FDRK_T(lX)







SOURCE PROGRAM DATE 7/07/94 PACE#
' :'_'_=_+_'_::'_:__ :__':__:_!_¢_:__m _m samg rid ,f TIME 4: ] 8:56 pm 3 7
LINE # SOURCETEXT --,
!463 SUBROUTINE FUSEIN
_464 _nclude "sgrid. cos"
_)465 DI_NSION YT(NpI),zT(NPI _ ...............
246? C ::: --_: _:: ii::i::i!
246§- c _r_ " :::_ I of points _.a'i_h _to ,_ .... ::::
24?0 ¢i :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
24?2' C .R_ _-h_.t_:_e!ag_e'_ ::::::::-::::i:
242_"
2425 R_AO(_0, 8_0)
2476 eE_D( 10, e20)
24?? _Re:,_D(;O,8]o)_r NrP




2482 e_( lo, 840 )
245_" M = M + 1
2454." j C ::i _: :;: !!:: ::- : :! '
2485_ DO iOo z..l,)_n, ........
24_" REkD(10,*) XIN(M) ,YIN(N,_) ,ZIN(N,E)
2487" YT< K)-YIN(/_, • )
....245'_ Z_(X)-ZIN(M,K)
....248_ zoo co_zNo_ ......
24_1 DO zzo _-z,_z_
...._49"2' i ¥IN(H,K )=YY(E) "
....._4_4 I zzo co)_zN_
.....24§'5"' Ir(M.LT.Nr) GOTO40
.....24_6-' ¢ ...... _::i_:_ i ::_ :_::::i!i:::_i_iiiii_:ii:i:!ii!i: i:!!!:::!:T:::.:!ii_i;i_!i!_:/._i_!:::_ii_
......,%0! .... DO soo _Z,N
....._502 .... )m_(51) (Xm(L} ,Z-I,EE),
.....2_'_ .... (YIN( L, l ), [-I, If),
.... 2S04 . ( ZlN'(L, I[) ,I¢-1 ,l[z)
'250_ Boo co.'rzmm
250'7" 810 FOP.NAT(Z][)
"2'_ _8 820 FORMAT( lX )
....__ 1'_' 840 YO1RbL%T( 1 Z )





LINE # SOURCE TEXT
DATE
TIME 7/07/944:! 8:56 pm
PAGE #
38
: i; !?_i_:!_!:_':t:_'_i_ii:i: SOURCE PR(_. DATE ?/A?/OA PACE #
_i:!_;_ L.i_i_!_: i!_:i.::i_!_i iiii-_i_ii_i_ii_:_:_i_::i_:!_+!:_:_'_:_...... " ...... - --
...................................................i_ ...................................._++'+;+ sam rla.lr TME 4'18"56 _1.................................._ ................................................g . . pm






































C • :: : : : _::: :::. : -:: :: :::: ::$:::i.:::::6:::!:: . : - :-::::::?::..
C • :::: :: : ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::_::=:=
C " . _.,rf_.to- by'_ Oo:n0Va, T.:' '_a:th./.,, o :: :: :ii.:_.i:i: iiii_:
C ::: i:::!:::: :,.-::: 3uly 1_2
c ;:.: i:i!:i/.:i:!!i:i_-_ili!::i!ii:::i /!::!i::ii::i:i_!:ii::_i!iii;/_iii!ii:/Y:i
. fO.Z:t,: _I0 a:l,.r_o.:r Z c.oor d J.m#_t.re,s : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::
C ': _I,."_i:tiO;a_ ::' :':::::::




C !::! i ::i:ii: .:: ::. i !i i_i!_:!!_!:ii:: !. :ii:i i: :_ :: ::i::i::ii_ i
C....... Zl_.t._/:_I.iZa,_Ol_ i!! :! ! :! :: :!::: ::_ :ii i!!:i i?i_i;i:iiiii_:::!iii!ii:ii!!!:ii!i
: :: :!!! !::::::: : i i::!. i:!il :!iii:i:!!!.::::
' re;;d(77 ;' )NC ......................................................
reid(77 ,* )X_(I ), XLE (NC)
{ read(77 * )XTE(1),XTE(NC)




RE_IJD() 0, * )
i I_EAD(90,19)XAr( I).,Y-0(I ) ,YL( I )
EI'¢DIX)
1_ {ormat (3x, f_. 7,3x, fg. 7,3x, f) .7 )
: C : i _ ?!_i:_:!:i!::::i:i!:::i:::: ??!? :' :::::!::i: :i::::i i:_:ii:::: !:: i :i::? :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::_ i i _ i _!$:;:_:
i_:: :::i_._i_'_ _ _!_.¢_":i_:'_i:: :::: : :: :.:::::!:: i-il ii i i i::i :::::i::
C _::::::i::$? :_:!:_:_:_!:i:!::i:!i:!? :_:!::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
t sP_ .f zm_'_('z _ _C)-! _._SE(!,,_:; Z)........
: ::!::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::! ! ! !:::'::: :::::::::::::::::::::::!:i ::::::::::::::::::::::::
,t...... _ t;b;NC.:)....................................' ..... .................................... .......... ............F I
! IX) I-I,N_
ZB_SE(I,I,E+I) - (K* (SP_/(NC-1)) )
I ZB_SE(I,2,][+I) - (K*(SPAN/(NC-1)))
END__;D_O
! C : !_!: i:
' sLOPEi ; (xLE(NC_)±XLE(1))/(ZBASE(I,I,NC):ZBASEil;_,_) ) .................
SLOPE2 - (XTE(NC)-XTE(1) )/(Z_ASE(1,1 ,NC}-ZBA_E(1,1,1 ) )
C : !:??.:': i_!i ii _ i_:i-::! ::: i:!i i:! !::!!:!:: .:i::?:i:::_::!: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::_ i:i ::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::
rC i:i::: / :i:_i:;ii_ii_il/!_!_!_!_i!_!:i-_::!::!;!ill iii i!::ii_:iii!::_;i!i-i_i!_ ::iii:-!ii:=/ii:!!!iii!::ii!::
! DO K-I,NC
X_(K) " %LE(1) + SLOPEI*_B_SE(I,I,K)
XTE(]_) - X_(1)+SLOPE2*(ZBASE(I,I,K)-ZBAS{(I,I,I))
{ _DDO
C D;L_" J.but-e grfd po:l.=t_. ..... : : q:::,::: .:4:" : ::_::




XB_SE(I,I,K_ = XLE(K) +_ SCALE*XAF(I_
•BASE(I,I,E) - YU(I)*SCALE
XBASE(I,2,K) - XLE(K} ; SCALE*XAF(I)
I YBASE(I,2,K) = YL(I )'SCALE
i E_DDO
I _DO
C Ret:_:valo_.g:_i_.!glol!i n_S ::i:il
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Preface
This manual serves as a supplementary document for the official refer-
ence manual of a relatively new research software, PVM, which has been
developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. A beginner, who has no
previous experience with PVM, would find this manual useful.
We would like to thank you in advance that if you find any problems in
PVM or this manual, please contact one of us.
Mr. Merritt Smith
NASA Ames Research Center, MS 258-1





NASA Ames Research Center, MS 258-1




1 INTR OD UCTION E
This manual provides you with an introduction to PVM and provides the
fundamentals necessary to write FORTRAN programs in the PVM envi-
ronment through a tutorial sample. This manual is designed for those
who have no previous experience with PVM. However, you should know
basic FORTRAN programming and UNIX. If you are ready for an




PVM stands for Parallel Virtual Machine. It is a software package that
allows a heterogeneous network of parallel and serial computers to
appear as a single concurrent computationalresource. PVM allows you
to link up all or some of the computational systems on which you have
accounts, to work as a single distributed-memory (parallel) machine. We
call this a V'trtual Machine.
PVM is useful for the following reasons. Unlike large mainframe com-
puters or vector supercomputers, workstations spend most of the time
idle. The idle time on a workstation represents a significant computa-
tional resource. PVM links these workstations up to become a powerful
multi-processor computational machine. With PVM, the lack of super-
computer resources should not be an obstacle to number crunching com-
putational programs. Furthermore, the annual maintenance costs of a
vector supercomputer is often sufficient to purchase the equivalent com-
puting resource in the form of workstation CPU's.
Definitions Here are some terms we use throughout this document:
Virtual Machine PVM links different user-defined computers together
to perform as one large distributed-memory computer.
We call this computer the VLrtual Machine.
Host Individual computer (member) in the virtual machine.
Process Individual program operating on different computers
or hosts.
Processor The processing unit in computers. A virtual machine






The unit of computation handled by the virtual
machine. You .may want to think of one processor han-
dling one task.
Task identification number which is a unique number
used by the daemon and other tasks.
A program from which you can directly interact with
the virtual machine. (Add hosts, kill processes .... )
Structure of
PVM
The PVM software is composed of two parts. The first part is a daemon.
We call itpvmd. This is the control center of the virtual machine. It is
responsible for starting processes, establishing links between processes,
passing messages, and many other activities in PVM. Since the daemon
runs in the background, you have to use PVM console to directly interact
with the virtual machine.
The second part of the system is a library of PVM interface routines
located in libp,,m3, a. This library contains user callable routines for
message passing, spawning processes, coordinating tasks, and modifying
your machine. In writing your application, you will need to call the rou-




This setup is for NAS system. Before you use PVM, you need to set up
the following directories on all the machines that you want PVM to link:
• Make a directory $1-iol_/pvm 3/btn/ARCrl in all the hosts of the virtual
machine.
Note ARCH is used throughout this manual to represent the archi-
tecture name that PVM uses for a given computer. The table
in the Appendix lists all the ARCH names that PVM sup-
ports. For example, for Silicon Graphic IRIS workstations,
you should make a directory $HOME/pvm3/bin/SGl.
• Make a directory SHOME/pvm3/include,and copy the file fpvm3,h
from/usr/nas/pkg/pvm3.2/include. (If yOU are on differentsys-
tem from NAS, please consult your system consultant.)
• Make a directory SHOME/pvm3/codes, and write your application
programs in this directory. You can actually put your programs any-
where you like as long as the correct "include" files are includes.








Unlike graphical software or a word-processor, you cannot see PVM
working by clicking your mouse buttons. In fact, a virtual machine is
quite an abstract concept because you don't physically have a multi-
processor machine! In this chapter, you will learn a simple concept,
which will help you to visualize how PVM works.
A common way to work with PVM is a Master Slave relationship. A
Master process starts Slave routines and distributes work. However, a
Master does not actively participate in the computation. A Master
process most often resides on the originating host (user's computer),
while the Slave programs are distributed to the hosts of the virtual
machine.
You need to distribute executables of Slave programs to the directory
SHOME/pvra3/bin/gaCH on every host. You can locate this Master pro-
gram anywhere you like.
Since the Master program spawns Slave programs on each of the
hosts to do jobs, it is important to understand the communication
(message passing) amoung the hosts in PVM.
Typically, a Master and a Slave have the following logic:
Master Slave
1 Enroll itself to PVM 1 Enroll itself to PVM
2 Spawn slave processes 2 Receive message from master
3 Initialize buffer, pack, and send 3 ...do something useful...
message to all slaves. 4 Initialize buffer, pack, and send
4 ...wait for slaves tofinish.., message to master
5 Receive message from slave(s) 5 Exit PVM
6 Exit PVM
The figure on the opposite page graphically describes a Master/Slave
relationship and shows the exchange of information.
4
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SPM]) Another common way to work with PVM is the SPMD, Single Program
Multiple Data model. There is only a single program, and there is no
Master program directing the computation. The user starts the first copy
of the program and using the routine pvmfparent(), this copy can deter-
mine that it was not spawned by PVM, and thus must be the first copy
(parent). It then spawns multiple copies (children) of itself and passes
them the ma'ay of tids. At this point each copy is equal and can work on
its partition of the data in collaboration with the other processes.
Typically, a SPMD program has the following logic:
1. Enroll in pvm
2. If I am the first copy (parent)
a) Spawn child processes
b) Initialize buffer, pack, and send message out




The program on the opposite page describes a SPMD logic and shows the
exchange of information. Please spend some time to study the program.
In the next chapter we will introduce the PVM daemon and the funda-


















call pvmfmytid( mytid )
C ...................................................
c Find out if I am parent or child
C ...................................................
call pvmfparent(tids(O))









c multicast tids array to children
C ...........................
call pvmfinitsend( PVMDEFAULT, info )
call pvmfpack( INTEGER4, tids, NPROC, i, info)
call pvmfmcast( NPROC-I, tids(1), 0, info )
else
C .................................
c receive the tids array and set me
C .................................
call pvmfrecv(tids(0), 0, info )
call pvmfunpack( INTEGER4, tlds, NPROC, l,info)
do 30 i=l, NPROC-I




c all NPROC tasks are equal now
c and can address each other by tlds(O) thru tids(NPROC-l)
c for each process me => process number [0-(NPROC-I)]
C ......................................................
print*,'me -',me, ' mytid -',mytid
//__ call dowork( me, tids, NPROC )
C .........................










subroutine dowork( me, tids, nproc )
include '../i,clude/fpvm3.h'
C ................. " ...............................








if( me .eq. 0 ) then
token - tids(0]
call pvmfinitsend( PVMDEFAULT, info )
call pvmfpack(INTEGER4,token,count,stride,lnfo)
call pvmfsend(tids(me+l), msgtog, info )
call pvmfreev(tids(nproc-l), msgtag, info )
print*, 'token ring done'
else
call pvmfrecv(tids(me-l), msgtag, info )
call pvmfunpack(INTEGER4,token,count,stride,info)
call pvmfinitsend( PVMDEFAULT, info )
call pvmfpack( INTEGER4,token,count,strlde, lnfo)
dest - tids(me+l)
if( me .eq. nproc-i ) dest - tids(0)







The PVM daemon is the control center of the virtual machine. You can
activate the PVM daemon by starting the PVM console or by invoking
the daemon directly with a list of hosts. The latter will be discussed in
chapter 6. To start the console, enter pvm at UNIX prompt on your local
machine. The PVM console prints the prompt
pvln>
and accepts commands from standard input. The console allows interac-
tive adding and deleting of hosts to the virtual machine as well as interac-
tive starting and killing of PVM processes. Even if the daemon is started
directly, the console can be used to modify the virtual machine.
Console
Commands





















add other computers (hosts) to PVM
define and list command aliases you set
show members in virtual machine
remove hosts from pvm
echo arguments
stop all pvm processes and exit deamon
print this information
print console task identity
display list of running jobs
terminate tasks
show status of hosts
list tasks
show status of tasks
exit PVM console, but PVM daemon is still activated
kill all tasks
display or set UNIX environment variables
send signal to task
spawn task






Suppose the console is running on workstation win210. This computer
will automatically be a host in your virtual machine. Here are some

















Check the configuration of your virtual machine
pyre, conf
3 host, 1 data format
HOST DTI D ARCH SPEED
win210 40000 SGI I000
amelia c0000 SGI 1000












4 PVM Library i
This chapter introduces the PVM library. In writing your application pro-
grams, you need to call the subroutines in the library to instruct PVM to
control processes, send information, pack/unpack data, and send/receive
messages. Many subroutines have pre-defined option values for some




call pvmfmytid( tid )
This routine enrolls this process with the PVM daemon on its first call, and generates a
unique u,l. You call this routine at the beginning of your program.
call pvmfexit( info )
This routine tells the local PVM daemon that this process is leaving PVM. You call this
routine at the end of your program.Values of h_r,less than zero indicate an error.
call pvrnfldll( tid, info)
This routine kills a PVM task identified by lid. Values of into less than zero indicate an
error.
?
call pvmfspawn( pname, flag, where,ntask, tids,numt )
This routine starts up ntask instances of a single process named pnanz on the virtual












PVM can choose any machine to start task
where specifies a particular host
where specifies a type of architectu_
start up processes under debugger
processes will generate PVM trace data
is where you want to start the PLrM process, ff _ is 0, wher¢ is ignored.
contains identification numbers of PVM processes started by this routine.
indicates how many processors started; negative values indicate an error.




call pvmfparent ( rid )
This routineretums the tmof the process that spawned this task. If the calling process




call pvrMaddhost( host, info)
call pvmfdelhost( host, into )
These routines add and delete hosts to the virtual machine respectively. Values of into
less than zero indicate an error.
Note Both routines are expensive operations that require the syn-
chronization of the virtual machine.
Message
Buffers
call pvmfinitsend( encoding, build )
This routine clears the send buffer, and creates a new one for packing a new message.
encoding
This is not implemented PVMRAW(l)
in PVM v3.2. _"'-''-'.t_ PVMINPLACE(2)
Encoding Value Meaning
PVMDEFAULT(0) XDR encoding if virtualmachine config-
urationis heterogeneous
no encoding is done. Messages are sent in
their original format.
data left in place. Buffer only contains
sizes and pointers to the sent items.
contains the message buffer identifier. Values less than zero indicate an error.btdid
call pvmffreebuff build, into)
This routine disposes the buffer with identifier buad. You use it after a message has been
sent, and is no longer needed. Values of taroless than zero indicate an error.
Packing and
Unpacking
call pvmfpack( what, xp, nitem, stride, into )
call pvmfunpack( what, xp, nltem, stride, into )
These routines pack/unpack your message _p, which can be a number or a string. You
can call these routines multiple times to pack/unpack a single message. Thus a message








There is no limit to the complexity of the packed messages,
but you must unpack them exactly as they were packed.









is number of items in the pack/unpack. If xp is a vector of 5, ratem is 5.
is the stride to use when packing.
is status code returned by this routine. Values less than zero indicate an error.
Sending and
Receiving
call pvmfsend( rid, msgtag, info )
This routine labels the message with an integer identifier m,gt_g,and sends it immedi-
ately to the process Ud.Values of into less than zero indicate an error.
call pvmfmcast( ntask, tids, msgtag, info )
This routine labels the message with an integer identifier m,gtag,and broadcasts the mes-
sage to all ntasknumber of tasks specified in the integer array t_s. Values of ,at. less than
zero indicate an error.
call pvmfrecv( tM, msgtag, build )
This routine blocks the flow of your program until a message with label rangtaghas
arrived from ad. A value of -l in m,gt_gor Udmatches anything (wildcard). This routine
creates a new active receive buffer, and puts the message in it. Values of buad identify
the newly created buffer; values less than zero indicate an error.
call pvmfnrecv( rid, msgtag, build )
This routine performs in the same way as p,mtr_v, except that it does not block the flow
of your program. If the requested message has not arrived, this routine returns btaidlO.
This routine can be called multiple times for the same message to check if it has arrived,
while performing useful work between calls. When no more useful work can be per-
formed, the blocking receive pmtn_v can be used for the same message.
call pvmfprobe( rid, msgtag, build )
This routine checks if a message has arrived; however, it does not receive the message.
If the requested message has not arrived, this routine returns _a,*0. This routine can
14
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be called multiple times for the same message to check if it has arrived, while perform-
ing useful work between calls.
call pvmtbufinfo (build, bytes, msgtag, rid, info)
This routine returns information about the message in the buffer identified by buaa. The
information returned is the actual msgu,g, source an, and message length in bye. Values







This chapter shows you how PVM may be applied to your application
programs through a simple example. The example chosen is the Golden
Section rule for finding the maximum of a function. You may remember
it from Math class in high school. Let us review the method and the algo-
rithm.
Suppose we want to find the maximum of a curve y=f(x); where x is
between the interval al and av The points a3 and a4 are symmetrically
placed in this interval, so that
a3 - (l-a) al + _ a2 (EQ l)
a4 - ct al + (l-c0 as (EQ 2)
See Figure 1 at left. Golden Section rule requires ¢t to be 0.382.
y
l
al a3 a4 a2
Figure l. Interval division for
Golden Section
x
The algorithm of finding the maximum is as follow:
If f(a4) < f(a3)
1 Consider new interval (a l,a4)
2 Apply EQ.(I) and (2) again
3 Until maximum is reached
Iff(a4) > f(a3)
1 Consider new interval (a3,a2)
2 Apply EQ. (1) and (2) again
3 Until maximum is reached
If f(a3)=f(a4), the maximum is found
The FORTRAN program (Serial Program) on the opposite page is the
Golden Section rule that a programmer would write on a normal serial
computer. Please spend a few minutes to study the flow of the program.
This simple program consists of two parts, the main (calling) program
and the function subroutine. The latter has only four lines.
Note Notice that for each interval (a_,a2), we need to call the































A(3) - (I.-ALPHA)*A(1) + ALPHA*A(2)













IF(FN(4) .GT. FN(3)) THEN
B1 - A(3) 7
B2 - A(2) JA(1) - B1
A(2) - B2
GOTO 10
ELSEIF(FN(4) .LT. FN(3)) THEN
B1 - A(1) 1











If f(a4) > f(a3)





Recall that in the procedure of finding a new interval, the program calls
the function evaluation four times serially to get f(a]), f(a:), f(a3), and
f(a4). We would like to assign four processors to perform the four func-
tion evaluations simultaneously on the virtual machine. Therefore, we
modify the Serial Program by writing the main (calling) program as a
Master program, and the function subroutine as a Slave program.
The following steps are general guidelines to writing a Master program.
Please study the steps, and compare them with the program on the oppo-
site page. Also compare it with the Serial Program.
le Include fpvm3.h
Include this file in your program, you are able to use the PVM
preset variables; such as PVHDEFAULT, REAL4, and more, men-
tioned in Chapter 4 and the Appendix.
, Enroll Master to PVM
Use pvmfmytid(mytid) to enroll.
, Assign virtual processors
Use the following call to spawn nproc function processes.
pvm fspawn ( pn ame, PVMDFAULT, where, nproc, tids, n umt)
Also tell PVM the name of the Slave program (pname). PVM
returns rids, the identifier of the npro¢ processors.
4o Initialize buffer and pack data
Use pvmfinitsend tO clear buffer.
Use the following routine to packa real array A of dimension m.
pvmfpack (REAL4,A,m, i, info)
1 Send message
Use the following call to send the packed message to the Slave
process identified by rids.


















Enroll this program in PVM
call pyre fmytid (mytid)
c Start up the four processors
nproc " 4 Assign fourprocessors
where - ' * '
pname - ' function' Slavc program's name
call pvmfspawn(pname,PVMDFAULT,where,nproc,tids,numt)
do 20 i-0,nproc-1















L - L + ]
__=_uati°ns(1)and(2)---- _ A(3) - (].-ALPHA)*A(1) + ALPHA*A(2)
A(4) ALPHA*A(1) + (I.-ALPHA)*A(2)
4
Pack nproc, tids, A,
and ERR
L
msgtype value matches the one
received in Slave program
C
c Broadcast data to all node programs













e Wait until messages come from Slaves
USe pvmfrecv() tO block until Slaves return function values.
Make sure value of msgtype matches values coming from Slaves.
, Receive and Unpack data






6 c Wait for results from pro12essors
msgtype value matches the ,__
o_e sent from Slave progr_
Receive/unpack FN and 'who' [












































The Slave program is basically the function evaluation program. In order
to do the function evaluation, it needs information from Master. For
example, it needs the identity numbers (tid_ (1) ..... tits C4 )) that PVM
assigns, and the values of a_ ..... a4.
The following steps are general guidelines to writing a Slave program.
Please study the steps, and compare them with the program on the oppo-
site page. Also try to find the connection with the Master Program. You
may find Figure 1 helpful.
. Include fpvm3.h
Include this file in your program, you axe able to use the PVM
preset variable names; such as PVblDEFAULT, REAL4, and more,
mentioned in all tables in Chapter 4 and the Appendix.
o Enroll Slave with PVM
Use pvmfmytid(mytid) toenroll.
, Identify the parent of this process
Use the following call to obtain the task identifyer (mtid) of par-
ent process. This is useful for returning solutions to the Master.
pvmfparent (mtld)
, Receive and Unpack data
Make sure the value of m_gtype matches the one from Master. The
sequence of unpacking is the same as the packing in Master.
5. Perform function evaluation
o Initialize buffer and pack data
Use pvmfinitsend to clear buffer.
Use the following call to pack a real array F of dimension n.
pvmfpack (REAL4,F,n, i, info)
7, Send data
Use the following call to send the packed message to Master.

























Pack f and c
processor 'who' c
7
Go to 3_nd wait for









Enroll this program in PVM
call pvmfmytid(mytid)
Get the parent's task id
call pvmfparent(mtid)
continue
Receive data from host
I msgtype - 1
call pvmfrecv(mtid,msgtype,info)
call pvmfunpack(INTEGER4,nproc,l,l,lnfo)
call pvmfunpack(INTEGER4,tids,nproc, l, info)
call pvmfunpack(REAL4,A,4,l,info)
call pvmfunpack(REAL4,ERR,l,l,info)
if(err.le.tor) go to 99
Determine which processor I am
do 5 i-0,nproc-I
If(tids(i).eq.mytid) me - i
continue





















After you finish your program, it is time to compile and run. Follow the
steps below to compile your programs.
1. Make sure you have the correct directory setup
Follow the advice from Directory Setup in Chapter 1.
2. Compile the program
Use the sample Makefile on the opposite page to compile your
programs.





Copy exeeutables to all the hosts
Follow the advice from Directory Setup in Chapter 1, and distrib-
ute the executables to SHOME/pvm3/bin/ARCH.
Activate PVM
Activate PVM by entering pvm at UNIX prompt.
Decide the configuration of the virtual machine
Add or delete hosts to the virtual machine. (Chapter 3)
Quit PVM console








# Set PVM_ARCH to your architecture type (SUN4, HP9K, RS6K, _ SGI,
etc.)
# if PVM ARCH - BSD386 then set ARCHLIB - -irpc
# if PVM_ARCH - SGI then set ARCHLIB --isun
# if PVM_ARCH - I860 then set ARCHLIB i -irpc -isocket
if PVM_ARCH = IPSC2 then set ARCHLIB - -irpc -Isocket
# otherwise leave ARCHLIB blank
#






























rm -f *.o bfgs quadfunct
master: $(SDIR)/master.f $(XDIR)
$(F77) $(FFLAGS) -o master $(SDIR)/master.f $(FLIBS)
mv master $(XDIR)
function: $(SDIR)/functlon.f $(xDIR)




6 Problems and Tips hi
PVM is a relatively new piece of software. It is not advanced enough to
warn you ahead of time before problems come. Here are a couple of




• ff the message you get, after entering pv_. at UNIX prompt, is
libpvm [pid-l]: Console: Can't start pgmd,
it is possible that the last time you halted PVM daemon, the daemon
created a residual file /t_p/p,,md. xxxx; where xxxx is an unique
number for you. Delete this file, and start PVM again.
• ff the daemon is running but the PVM console will not start,
it is possible that you have too many processes running. You have
to kill all the processes before you re-activate PVM console.
Note Use ps -e_ I username at UNIX prompt to locate your run-
ning processes.
Can't add hosts _[_
It is possible that there are no links between your local computer and the
other hosts. Check the follow_g two things:
• Make sure each of your hosts has a. rhosts file in the ,ao_ direc-
tory, and this file points to your local computer.






You can create the following file to build the virtual machine without
activating the PVM console. The addresses must be recognizable by your
system.
computerl .address ' ]






The first machine listed must be the initiating host.
If tasks are to be spawned on specfic systems, the system
name contained in where ( routine p,,._p.,,_) must match the
name in the host file exactly.
If spawning tasks are on the initiating host, use the truncated
host name. For example, if the full address is
win210, nas. nasa. gov ;
use win210 instead.This isa bug inPVM v3.2.





Place to jot down problems.







TABLE 1. ARCH names used in PVM.
ARCH Machine
AFX8 Alliant FX 8
ALPHA DEC Alpha
BAL Sequent Balance
BFLY BBN Butterfly TC2000
BSD386 80386/486 Unix box
CM2 Thanking Machines CM2
CM5 Thanking Machines CM5
CNVX Convex C-series
NV'XN Convex C-series
CRAY C-90, YMP, Cray-2
CRAYSMP Cray S-MP
DGAV Data General Aviion
HP300 HP-9000 model 300
HPPA HP-9000 PA-RISC
1860 Intel iPSC/860
IPSC2 Intel iPSC/860 host






SGI Silicon Graphics IRIS
SUN3 Sun 3
SUN4 Sun 4, SPARCstatim
SYMM Sequent Symmetry
TITN Staodent Titan





























































Null group name is illegal
Already in group
No group with that name
Not ingroup








Fail to execute new slave pvmd
Slave pvmd already running
Task does not exist
No such (group,instance)
(Group,instance) already exists
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